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Nitrosamine Testing Solutions
The presence of the nitrosamine, N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), in certain sartan API’s has resulted in several
regulatory warnings and recall of contaminated products. Concerns over the presence of this class of genotoxins has now
widened to include other medicines such as the well-known diabetes drug, Metformin. The US Food & Drug
Administration (USFDA) and European Medicines Agency (EMA) have responded by publishing documents for the
pharmaceutical industry that address requirements and limits related to nitrosamine contaminants. Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers are now taking a pro active approach to risk assessment and mitigation of genotoxic contaminants within
global pharmaceutical supply chains. Central to these activities is a coordinated analytical capability to identify and quantify
contaminants across global geographies and regulatory zones.

Why use SGS

About SGS

SGS Health Science has considerable expertise in the
method development of nitrosamine determination in
pharmaceutical products. SGS has established a specific
method for NDMA which can be applied to various
different matrices. Alternatively, a platform method, based
on trace-level detection by LC-MSMS, is also available and
provides rapid and simultaneous determination of up to
ten different, targeted nitrosamines. Although with more
limited application, the SGS network is also able to
support specialist methodologies such as GC-MSMS. Our
experience in optimizing extraction allows application of
these methods to drug products, API’s, and raw materials.

SGS is the world’s leading inspection, verification, testing
and certification company. We are recognized as the
global benchmark for quality and integrity. With more than
94,000 employees, we operate a network of more than
2,600 offices and laboratories around the world.Our
conveniently located network of laboratories and clinical
trial facilities offer an array of integrated services and
expertise, providing you with the knowledge, flexibility and
ability to scale.

By establishing these nitrosamine methods within centers
of expertise across a global laboratory network, SGS can
provide an unrivaled service offering that incorporates a
harmonized methodological approach together with
flexible management of capacity and capability
requirements.SGS offers a variety of partnership models
and can collaborate in such testing programs using fee-forservice to outsourced staffing models all exploiting
resources of the SGS network.

Wide-range of laboratories and clinical research sites
and qualified partners.
Size and diverse testing capabilities matching biologics
and small molecules needs
International network across America, Europe and
Asia-Pacific

Contact us
healthscience@sgs.com
sgs.com/healthscience
sgs.com/healthcommunity
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f a major league team was guaranteed to lose half of its best players
(by far) over the next few seasons, the outlook would be gloomy. Our

industry will lose core patents on Humira, Keytruda, Revlimid, and Eliquis
shortly, with another slew of top sellers not long thereafter. Boardroom
speculation has been rife with patent thickets and discussion regarding
the technical challenges in producing generics for large complex
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biomolecules. But the obvious is true, this will happen, it will hurt, and
some will feel the pain far more than others.
One might suppose the boardrooms of AbbVie, Bristol Myers Squibb,
Merck, and Pfizer must feel most under siege. But while the threat falls
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heaviest here, these companies have also fortified and reconfigured
their operations the most, and have had the most money to do so.
Mergers and acquisitions, while comparatively quiet the past year or
so, are boiling away beneath the surface. More useful to the long-term
interests of the pharmaceutical industry, however, are investments in
new approaches, novel technologies, and fresh ways of thinking.
When the overall economy looks set to accelerate, that effect is first
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felt by architects. They first receive the funds to draw up blueprints
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for what building(s) comes next. In the pharmaceutical industry, that
bellwether is the academic pharmaceutical scientist. If you speak
with someone from this group recently, they are likely to tell you of
conversations ongoing about pilot programmes or proof-of-concept
partnerships they are excited about. A few days ago when chatting
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with a professor of pharmaceutical sciences and chemical engineering,
he surprised me by outlining a simple path to delivering drugs safely
past the blood brain barrier. This membrane has been an obstacle to
neuroscience pharmaceuticals for such a long time because it does its
job so well—keeping out the larger molecules evolution has taught us
to be conservative toward. Another scientist shared background about
mapping counterfeit drugs and linking that geospatially to a rise in
resistant infections in several geographies.
One need only draw up a compilation map of which disease areas,
what technology advances, and those engineering processes being
redesigned in these academic conversations, to view a composite
image of the biopharma industry’s next decade or two. A moneyball meets blink and the tipping point pharmaome, if you will.
Reportedly, from these conversations, after many decades of setbacks,
pharmaceutical neuroscience looks like having a better season ahead
than, say, the New York Jets. PTE
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ntimicrobial resistance (AMR) has long been on the
radar of global organizations as a serious threat
to human health. However, there are few potential
antimicrobials in the clinical development pipeline, and a
collaborative effort to tackle the issue is becoming ever
more imperative.
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Going back more than two decades, in 2001, the World Health Organization
(WHO) laid out a framework of interventions, with the aim of slowing
the emergence and reducing the spread of antimicrobial-resistant
microorganisms (1). Over a decade later, in 2014, WHO published its first global
report on data surveillance for AMR, including any available data from national
and international surveillance networks (2). Shortly thereafter, in 2015 during
the World Health Assembly, countries from all over the world committed to
the framework set out in the Global Action Plan on AMR (3).
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Moving forward five years to 2020, more than 20 leading biopharmaceutical
companies came together with WHO, the European Investment Bank, and the
Wellcome Trust to form the AMR Action Fund—a partnership aimed at bringing
two to four new antibiotics to patients by the year 2030 (4). Most recently, in
April 2022, the AMR Action Fund announced its investment in two companies.
“Adaptive Phage Therapeutics and Venatorx Pharmaceuticals are poised
to change the treatment landscape for drug-resistant infections and deliver
significant benefit to patients,” said AMR Action Fund CEO, Henry Skinner,
in a press release (4). “We plan to commit over $100 million in capital this
year in companies developing clinically differentiated antimicrobials with the
potential to treat the most urgent unmet clinical needs.”
This action could not come soon enough, as recent analysis demonstrated
the urgency of the AMR matter. According to a paper, published in The Lancet
at the beginning of 2022, reported as being the most comprehensive analysis of
the burden of AMR to date, bacterial AMR is a health problem on a magnitude
similar to that of HIV and malaria, with the potential to be even worse (5).
“Our investments are substantial, but we alone are not enough to take on
the global challenge of AMR,” added Skinner (4). “It is now imperative that
policymakers around the world enact market reforms to support investment
in these urgently needed medications.”
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EUROPEAN REGULATORY WATCH

Regulating Clinical Trials
In January 2022, Europe started to implement EU-CTR, a new regulatory
framework for clinical trials, but what does this mean for pharma clinical research?

O

n 31 Jan. 2022, the European Union (EU) initiated

As with the implementation of any new
information management system, sponsors may

Cheryl Barton is

member states to submit clinical trials under a

need to upgrade their IT infrastructure to make sure

director of PharmaVision,

new legal framework Clinical Trial Regulation 536/2014

they are fully operational and to train and support

info@pharmavision.co.uk.

the three-year transition for

(EU‑CTR) which replaces Clinical Trial Directive

staff, to ensure they are familiar with the CTIS

2001/20/EC (EU-CTD) while increasing transparency

interface and have assigned roles for application

and harmonizes the submission, assessment, and

submissions and safety reporting (3).

supervision processes for clinical trials in the EU (1,2).

Like the EU-CTD, the new EU-CTR are limited to

Between now and 31 Jan. 2023, sponsors can submit

interventional clinical trials; nevertheless, several

clinical trials under EU-CTD or EU-CTR; thereafter, all

new definitions have been included such as “low

trial applications will be subject to EU-CTR (3).

intervention clinical trials” to differentiate studies
that pose minimal patient risk. Thus, sponsors of low

Key differences between
EU-CTR and EU-CTD

interventional clinical trials can adopt a risk-based

The EU-CTR aims to provide a more transparent and

of Product Characteristics (SmPC) (5) rather than

streamlined process whereby each multinational

an Investigational Medical Product (IMP) Dossier (6)

application will be required to submit a single National

and face less stringent rules on monitoring, the

Competent Authority (NCA) or Ethics Committee (EC)

release of the IMP (7,8), and content included within

per member state to run a clinical trial in several EU

the Trial Master File (TMP) (9).

countries (Table I). This means that the sponsors’

approach and may be required to submit Summary

The EU-CTR has updated the definition of a legally

regulatory team needs to collaborate with contract

designated representative (LDR) to include “a natural

research organization (CRO) early to determine the

or legal person, authority, or body which according

roles and responsibilities of each party and carefully

to member state law is empowered to give informed

select the most appropriate reporting state as they

consent on behalf of the subject who is incapacitated

will be responsible for coordinating the assessment

or a minor.” In addition, substantial changes have

throughout the trials’ lifecycle. The success of a

been made to provisions for informed consent and

clinical trial application is highly dependent on

detailed guidance is provided for:

the quality of the submission and if a reporting

• broad consent

member state refuses the Part I scientific/technical

• simplified consent for cluster trials

application, it is refused for all member states.

• consent for minors or incapacitated people

The Clinical Trial Information System (CTIS)

• consent for pregnant or breastfeeding women

replaces EudraCT enabling sponsors to centralize

• consent for other vulnerable populations

their electronic submission and allows for greater

• consent during trials in emergency settings (3).

beugdesign - Stock.adobe.com

transparency and sharing of data throughout the
development process. All communication is via

Implications for the UK

the CTIS and all requests for information must

EU-CTR do not apply to the United Kingdom (UK)

be answered within 12 calendar days or the

since Brexit. Prior to their implementation in

application lapses. Therefore, sponsor regulatory

January 2022 the UK launched a public consultation.

teams will need to monitor and coordinate

The UK Government has presented a series of

responses to CTIS communications and synchronize

proposals that provide a more modern and flexible

activities for lifecycle planning because ongoing

approach than the EU-CTR (10). The UK consultation

assessment in one member state prevents further

closed on 14 March 2022. Proposed legislative

substantial modifications to part I and/or II for all

changes aim to update and strengthen the current

member states (4).

clinical trial legislation to:
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European Regulatory Watch

Table I. Changes in clinical trial regulation.
EU-CTD
(Clinical Trial Directive 2001/20/EC)

EU-CTR
(Clinical Trial Regulation 536/2014)

Requires the submission of a clinical trial application
separately to National Competent Authority (NCA)
and European Commission (EC) in each country to gain
approval to run a clinical trial

Requires a single NCA and EC decision per member state.

Multiple submissions with different dossiers requiring
submission of EudraCT forms

Enable the sponsor to submit one online application
via the Clinical Trials Information System (CTIS) to
perform multinational trials

Response times vary across countries

More efficient for EU Member state to evaluate and authorise
applications as CTIS make all data and document publicly
available electronically. All requests for information must be
answered within 12 calendar days or that application is lapsed

Submission communication methods is country-specific

Improve information sharing and collective decision
making on trials via CTIS—increased transparency of
information within clinical trials to promote greater public
awareness and understanding of clinical trials.

Trials site or countries can be added, protocol amended at any
time in a parallel process independent of ongoing application

Ongoing review of an application prevents further applications.
Maintain high standards of safety for all participate in European Union (EU) clinical trials via EudraVigilance

Assessment processes and deadline vary by country

All applications assessed in the same way
with the same timelines

Source: modified from European Medicines Agency, (1,2) and Global Forum (4)

• Promote public health and ensure protection of
participants remains at the heart of legislation
• Remove obstacles to innovation, whilst maintaining
robust oversight of the safety of trials
• Streamline the regulation of clinical trials and reduce

to clinical trial applications. Increased transparency,
participant protection and broadening opportunities for
greater risk stratification and diversity should enable the
UK to compete within the global clinical trial arena and
enable them to remain a leading global centre in research

unnecessary burden to those running trials by

design, and delivery across all types and phases of clinical

embedding risk proportionality into the framework

trials alongside their EU counterparts.

• Facilitate the evaluation and development
of new or better medicines to reduce the
burden of disease on patients and society
• Ensure the legislation builds international
interoperability so that the UK remains a preferred
site to conduct multi-national trials (10).

Future outlook
The new EU-CTR aims to address many of the limitations
incurred with the EU-CTD, helping to streamline clinical trial
applications, processing while improving transparency and
securing the EUs competitiveness within the clinical trial
arena. As the EU-CTR will be phased in over the next threeyears, sponsors will need to determine the best route of
adoption and ensure their regulatory teams have put in
place operational procedures, IT management systems,
and training and support, to enable them to conduct
clinical trials and provide request for information (RFI) via
CTIS in a timely manner.
Whilst the UK lags the EU in terms of its clinical trial
regulations, it will have the opportunity to watch and
learn from the roll out of EU-CDT and ensure that the new
UK legislation provides a flexible, streamlined approach
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Breaking Through
Barriers to Continuous
Manufacturing
Collaboration and new tools aid efforts to
implement new processing technologies
for small-molecule drug product manufacturing.

P

harmaceutical manufacturing is inching towards

pandemic response, said Jennifer Luray, vice-president

implementing more efficient and sustainable

of strategy and communications at Research!America,

processes, including continuous manufacturing (CM)

during a panel discussion hosted by the US

of solid-dosage drugs. Advantages of CM include the

Pharmacopeia Convention (USP) (2). This openness

potential for faster development, easier technical

may help partnerships seeking government funding.

transfer, and more efficient and flexible commercial

Another factor demonstrated during the pandemic

production with tighter process control. Although early

was that the alignment of regulators and industry

adopters have realized benefits, and suppliers continue

on the need for speed-to-market acted to lower the

to improve the equipment and systems used in CM (1),

barrier to using new technologies. The challenge

some barriers to broader industry adoption remain.

during “normal” times is to continue this agreement.

A collaborative effort between industry, regulators,

“Regulators and industry are aligned in their desire

academia, and other stakeholders is driving slow

to create safe and effective medicines, but there

progress toward overcoming these hurdles.

is often a misalignment because industry is also

The success of the cooperation between

concerned about the risks to development costs

government and the private sector to rapidly develop

and speed-to-market,” said Kelley Rogers, technical

and build capacity for vaccines and treatments to

program director for Biosciences within the Material

combat the COVID-19 pandemic is an example of what

Measurements Laboratory at the US National Institute

is possible, in the normally slow-acting and risk-averse

for Standards and Technology (NIST), during the USP

pharmaceutical sector, say industry experts. They

discussion (2). If government can do more to take into

hope to see a similar boost to the uptake of advanced

account these business concerns, it will help “de-risk”

manufacturing technologies, such as CM.

adoption of new technologies.

Reducing barriers to CM

if policy makers introduce financial incentives

One positive sign is greater acceptance of public-

and regulatory incentives,” suggests Moheb Nasr,

private partnerships by the United States (US) Food

principal at Nasr Pharma Regulatory Consulting and

and Drug Administration (FDA) and the US Congress,

Pharmaceutical Technology Editorial Advisory Board

due to the successes demonstrated during the

member. These could include tax breaks, expedited

“Adoption of CM can be accelerated considerably
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Cover Story: Manufacturing Technology

approval, or exclusivity periods, for

good step in the right direction with an

in equipment designs are crucial

example, Nasr and his colleagues

agreement or suggestion on a number

for allowing greater flexibility in

suggested in a 2019 article (3).

of aspects, but it is not yet a full

production “Having interchangeable

harmonization.”

unit operations would be helpful,

Generic-drug manufacturers
recognize the need to innovate,
but justifying the cost of investing
in CM is even more challenging for
them, said Lisa Parks, vice-president
of Sciences and Regulatory Affairs
at the Association for Accessible
Medicines (2). “For any company to
make a business case regardless
of whether they are an innovator

Dennis Hall, vice-president of
manufacturing services at USP,

Other barriers mentioned
frequently in relation
to CM are regulatory
uncertainty and potential
differences between
regional authorities.

so that if something changes in the
future, a manufacturer can more
easily make a change. To make this
easier, equipment designs need to be
modular and interfaces need to be
standardized,” says De Belder.
“Production systems that are more
modular and flexible to implement
than currently available offerings from

or generic, they need to assess

said that one of USP’s goals is

vendors would be attractive,” agrees

the technology to gauge the

to help develop more regulatory

Gregory Connelly, senior director at

appropriateness and value add

clarity by exploring the possibility

Vertex. “Such systems should be able

of the investment,” she explains.

of developing standards for CM

to leverage the processing benefits

“They need to consider whether the

(2). First, however, USP is working

that CM affords (i.e., blending at

technology has the capability to lower

with manufacturers to develop

small scale to ensure robust blend

manufacturing cost or meaningfully

methods specific to products made

uniformity), while being easily

increase quality. We’ve heard that

in the CM environment. In addition,

adaptable to various pharmaceutical

CM can increase quality by tightening

Pharmatech Associates, acquired by

profiles, such as dose, tablet weight,

specifications, but we need to better

USP in 2021 (5), is helping industry

product demand, and also material

understand how this actually affects

to evaluate how they might use CM.

tracking requirements.”

quality. We need to be asking: Does

USP can help fill the gap that exists

adopting CM for a particular product

in access to knowledge, experience,

Improving operations

improve the clinical outcome for the

and laboratory capabilities for PAT

Early adopters of CM are reaping

patient in terms of safety or efficacy?

model development and process

benefits and, at the same time,

Does the adoption of CM create

development, adds De Belder.

continuing to improve CM processes

unintended barriers for generic entry?”

“Implementing advanced

and operating procedures. Vertex,

manufacturing [including CM] is

for example, has three approved

in relation to CM are regulatory

knowledge intensive. To make

products made using CM technology,

uncertainty and potential differences

this happen, we need to make

with the first approved by FDA in

between regional authorities. The draft

knowledge and technology available

2015. “The biggest benefit we have

version of the International Council for

at a low entry cost,” said Fernando

realized for our portfolio is the ability

Harmonisation (ICH) Q13 guidance on

Muzzio, distinguished professor

to advance more quickly through

continuous manufacturing published

of chemical and biochemical

late-stage development,” says

in July 2021 (4) helps alleviate some of

engineering at Rutgers University

Connelly. To provide more space

this concern by providing a harmonized

and Pharmaceutical Technology

for development, the company

guideline supported by the regulatory

Editorial Advisory Board member, in a

is considering expanding its CM

members of ICH, which include FDA,

PharmTech podcast (6).

capabilities with additional platforms

Other barriers mentioned frequently

the European Medicines Agency (EMA),

Investment cost for CM equipment

that can offer more modularity and

is currently a barrier to wider use of

flexibility for both development work

CM in the industry, partly because, in

and commercial production. For now,

supportive of CM, but many do not

some business cases, CM equipment

the company is using one qualified

have much experience and their

is competing with batch equipment

line for production that will soon be

requirements are not always clear,”

that is already in place, adds De

joined by a second line at a contract

says Lawrence De Belder, executive

Belder. In addition, equipment needs

manufacturer. One of the challenges

consultant at Pharmatech Associates,

to be more flexible. “If you could buy

has been the effort required to

a USP company. “This uncertainty

a CM line for one product knowing

convert a CM line from one product

is a hurdle because companies are

that you could adapt it easily for other

to another. Vertex has reduced this

concerned that, while a product made

products in the future, it would lower

change-of-line burden through use

with CM might be approved by most

the investment cost,” he explains.

of a digital tool that guides operators

and many others.
“Many health authorities are very

countries globally, there might be a few

Although some advances in

through the complex process of

countries that would require additional

modularity and integration have been

disassembly and cleaning. “Programs

data or process changes. ICH Q13 is a

made (1), more of these features

such as Tulip, which, among other
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capabilities, provides a platform for

release, which relies on process data,

inline, so the business case for these is

organizing video clips showing proper

rather than end-product testing, to

easier to make.”

assembly/disassembly procedures,

assure critical quality attributes (CQAs).
Harnessing real-time data will

standard operating procedures [SOPs]

allow manufacturers to get closer

Equipment and instrument suppliers

or even digital versions of static

to fully realizing the benefits

are developing new ways to measure

documents,” says Connelly.

promised by CM, says Doug Hausner,

CQAs. Pharma Technology Inc., for

senior manager of Continuous

example, introduced equipment

Manufacturing, Pharma Services,

designed for CM, for in-line tablet

Thermo Fisher Scientific. “If you’re

inspection that measures mass and

still using traditional analytical

content uniformity of every tablet at

testing, it can be a limiting factor

rates up to 120,000 tablets per hour

in turn-around times and per-

and rejects out-of-specification tablets.

batch/campaign savings that are

A multi-point near infrared spatially

important benefits of using CM.

resolved spectroscopy (NIR-SRS) probe

Traditional analytical is still critical

predicts the API fraction (i.e., content

in development, but manufacturers

uniformity) in each tablet. NIR-SRS

technology (PAT) tools and growing

need to consider PAT, at-line testing,

allows high-speed measurement in

experience in how they are best used

and data analytics for real-time

production environments. A patented

are also key to improving CM processes.

process control and real-time release

three-dimensional microwave resonant

“In the early years of CM development,

during Phase 3 as they approach

sensor measures individual tablet

we thought to use PAT to measure as

commercial launch,” says Hausner.

mass. An embedded, automated

much as possible, sometimes even with

Thermo Fisher is expanding its oral

4-P tablet tester uses conventional

redundant measurements,” says De

solid dose CM capabilities at its

sampling to measure weight,

Belder. “In process development, using

Greenville, NC manufacturing site,

thickness, hardness, and diameter

a lot of PAT is beneficial for helping you

and the contract development and

of a sample of tablets at-line, and it

understand the process. In commercial

manufacturing organization is

serves to automatically calibrate the

manufacturing today, however, PAT is

currently supporting a number

on-line weight measurement. The

being used more judiciously, because

of products through clinical trial

real-time data can be used to control

it is resource-intensive to create and

manufacturing using CM processes

a continuous mixer or tablet press,

maintain PAT models. Manufacturers

and preparing for commercial

for example. Pharma Technology

are performing risk analyses to

manufacturing upon market approval.

conducted experiments with Novartis

Another PAT tool
in development
uses ultrasonic
technology to measure
physical properties of
tablets in-line, as an
alternative to off-line,
destructive testing.
Innovation in process analytical

see where PAT is really needed on

“Real-time release could leverage

that demonstrated the capability of the

commercial lines for the process

the data already being collected

inspection strategy as a step toward

control strategy.”

and save time,” agrees Nasr. “Using

real-time release (7).

real-time release testing, however,

Equipment and
instrument suppliers
are developing new
ways to measure CQAs.

“Some PAT systems are more
suited to a development environment,

doesn’t necessarily mean no end-

where the goal is to gain process

product testing at all. It is up to the

understanding and knowledge about

manufacturer to decide which quality

the product, but those systems may

attributes, if any, will be tested at the

not be robust enough for routine

end of the process [when they submit

deployment on a commercial process,”

a regulatory filing].”

adds Connelly. “In general, we aim to

12

New measurement tools

are a huge advance over paper-based

De Belder agrees that there may be

Another PAT tool in development
uses ultrasonic technology to
measure physical properties of tablets

implement PAT at points where the

a business case for real-time release

in-line, as an alternative to off-line,

material is undergoing some change, in

of some CQAs, but not always for all.

destructive testing. Pharmacoustics

order to best monitor the quality of the

“Dissolution, for example, is difficult

Technologies, a start-up company

product and the state of the process.

because it cannot be measured directly

founded by Clarkson University

Soft sensors, equipment controls,

in-line. Some companies have achieved

researcher and professor Çetin

and process models certainly offer

real-time release using a surrogate

Çetinkaya, received a National

additional ways to maintain a desired

method that has been proven to be

Science Foundation Small Business

state of control for a CM process.”

directly related to dissolution, but

Technology Transfer grant in 2021

this is not available for every product

to commercialize the patented

Quality systems

and requires significant effort to

technology in pharmaceutical

The same data used for process

develop and maintain models,” he

manufacturing and development for

understanding and for process control

explains. “Other CQAs, such as product

continuous manufacturing and real-

can also be harnessed for real-time

identification, can be directly measured

time release applications.
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“In oral solid dosage drug

don’t need separate stability testing

Life Science, Endress+Hauser

production, ultrasonic PAT can

and documentation or batch release

USA. “In batch manufacturing,

rapidly measure microstructural

of the API, which offers considerable

you can perform maintenance

viscoelasticity and porosity, which

savings of time and resources without

and calibration of sensors during

can be related to CQAs of tensile

diminishing quality.”

equipment downtime. In CM, there

strength and dissolution,” explains

Real-time release is likely to

is no routine shutdown,” says

Cetinkaya. “It can be measured

be used, to some extent, with

Silva. Endress+Hauser uses in-line

continuously, in real-time, and can

an integrated process, because

verifications to make sure sensors are

be used to provide feedback for

the data needed for drug product

working as installed while the process

process control and data for quality

release is being generated for

is running. “These in-line ‘health

assurance for real-time release.”

process monitoring and control,

checks’ are called ‘verifications’

Advantages of an endto-end integrated
process include bringing
manufacturing closer to
“on demand,” which is
useful for personalized
medicines and supplychain challenges.

suggests Nasr. Other advantages

rather than ‘calibrations’ because

of an end-to-end process include

a calibration requires a NIST

streamlined warehousing and

reference. In developing our tools,

reduced equipment footprints via

we have followed ICH Q13 and FDA’s

modular and intensified technologies,

guidance for CM, which provide

says Nasr. He adds that challenges

specific guidance for controls and

include a lack of experience (in

measurement,” Silva explains. She

industry and regulatory bodies)

adds that new SOPs, replacing the

and, as of yet, lack of regulatory

SOPs used in batch processes, need

End-to-end

precedence. On the technical side,

to be written for these extended

End-to-end CM for small-molecule

process developers need to account

calibration intervals in CM.

drugs, which starts with raw

for potential differences in output

materials to make APIs and

from drug substance unit operations

Outlook

continues directly to the final

and feed-rates into drug product unit

Adoption of advanced manufacturing

dosage form (e.g., solid-dose,

operations. Innovative approaches

technologies could gain momentum

liquid, parenteral), offers benefits but

to operational procedures, including

by riding the current wave of

also some extra challenges compared

equipment maintenance and cleaning

business and government support for

to CM processes that begin with

and cleaning validation protocols,

innovation that delivers medicines

the API as a starting material.

need to be developed, says Nasr.

where and when they are needed.

Two companies working on end-

“For example, it is costly and time-

Reducing investment cost and

to-end manufacturing are Novartis,

consuming to take the whole line

other barriers, along with improving

which has a facility in Switzerland,

apart to clean. Another approach

equipment technology, could make

and US-company Continuus

could be to have cleaned equipment

CM more attractive to a wider range

Pharmaceuticals, which is building a

ready to ‘plug in’,” suggests Nasr.

of manufacturers.

facility with its integrated continuous

“Good manufacturing practice (GMP)

manufacturing (ICM) platform.

requirements don’t change, but there

Advantages of an end-to-end

could be different ways to achieve

integrated process include bringing

GMP. There is an opportunity for

manufacturing closer to “on demand,”

equipment suppliers to develop more

which is useful for personalized

‘plug and play’ equipment or to find

medicines and supply-chain

creative solutions for cleaning parts

challenges. The ability to manufacture

and filters, for example.”

APIs in the same location as drug

Equipment reliability is key to

products could alleviate some of the

long process runs. Bayan Takizawa,

problems with the current API supply

chief business officer at Continuus

chain. There is also the potential to

Pharmaceuticals, says that the

streamline regulatory requirements

company is designing more robust

for filing and process validation, says

versions of its prototype unit

Nasr, who serves as senior regulatory

operations, which will soon be tested

advisor to the Continuus ICM Factory

at its facilities.

Advisory Team that was formed in

Sensors for PAT tools, including

2021. “A fully integrated process

liquid-level sensors and Raman

means you don’t need to isolate the

spectroscopy probes, need to have

API,” he explains. “You do need to

lengthy reliability as well, adds

assure the quality of the API, but you

Bethany Silva, industry manager,
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observes. For example, she notes that
a co-processed excipient may enable
direct compression of fast-dissolving
tablets, but if its chemical composition
or physical properties change within
the allowed ranges, there could be an
effect on tabletability or disintegration.
“QbD,” the IPEC-Americas panel
states, “requires a more in-depth
understanding of the excipient beyond
the traditional compliance with
(sales) specifications.” That includes
the impacts of excipient lot-to-lot
variability and changing excipient

Bringing Excipients into the
Quality-by-Design Paradigm

suppliers, adds Zeleznik. Therefore,

Although not easy to do, it is essential because
excipients can affect drug-product safety and efficacy.

There are no specific
regulatory requirements
for excipients relating
to QbD.

Cynthia A. Challener,
PhD, is a contributing
editor to Pharmaceutical
Technology Europe.

D

rug products must be produced in a manner that ensures both
their safety and efficacy. That requires consideration of the

quality of all ingredients in a final formulation, including all excipients,
whether they are functional or inert.
“Excipients are critical to the safety and efficacy of nearly every drug

he contends, if excipients are not
included as part of a QbD approach,
their impact on the API and, more
importantly, drug product performance
cannot be properly assessed.

QbD for excipients
not compulsory, but
recommended
There are no specific regulatory

product, if not all drug products, regardless of route of administration,”

requirements for excipients relating

says Joseph Zeleznik, technical director, North America at IMCD Pharma.

to QbD, and QbD is not compulsory

They can impact drug substance solubility and permeability, stability,

in the United States. QbD guidelines

release rate, and absorption. Variability in excipients therefore needs to

for drug product development have

be part of the formulation risk assessment.

been documented by the International

Evaluating how excipients affect performance is essential to

Council for Harmonisation (ICH)

ensuring drug product performance and achieving therapeutic success.

and only include excipients in as

Leveraging excipient supplier expertise facilitates pharmaceutical

much as excipients are a part of

development processes. Good two-way communication contributes to

the drug product composition,

the risk assessment and experimental design to obtain the enhanced

notes Zeleznik. However, that does

understanding of formulation components and processing required

not change the fact that excipient

quality-by-design (QbD) approaches.

variability will be important for all
users to understand who may want to

Excipients are complex materials typically made up of multiple

according to Schoneker.
QbD is a science-based approach

components, which vary from batch to batch and supplier to supplier,

that is complementary to traditional

according to a International Pharmaceutical Excipients Council

regulatory compliance approaches,

(IPEC)-Americas panel comprising Brian Carlin (owner of Carlin

says Carlin. Compliance does

Pharma Consulting), Chris Moreton (principal consultant at FinnBrit

not ensure fitness for purpose

Consulting), David Schoneker (president/owner/consultant of Black

in a finished product: additional

Diamond Regulatory Consulting), Katherine Ulman (primary at KLU

product-specific specifications may

Consulting), and Joseph Zeleznik. In addition, residual and trace

be required, most notably critical

materials can change between excipient manufacturers, says Krizia M.

material attributes (CMAs). “It is good

Karry, head of global technical marketing for BASF Pharma Solutions.

practice to understand excipient

“Due to the multi-component nature of excipients, what drives
excipient performance depends on its intended application,” Karry
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submit a QbD-related drug application,
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variability and its impact on drug
product performance to minimize any
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The need to manage excipient
complexity and variability
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Development

impact to patient safety and/or drug

pharmaceutical product manufacturers

manufacturing is a challenge to

product efficacy,” he comments.

have open dialogue with excipient

providing samples at extremes of

suppliers regarding excipient choice

specification. “These processes

intended for human use, either in

and application in a drug product.

operate in a form of balanced

clinical trials or after commercial

Relying on ingredient specifications

equilibrium and changing one

launch, should be manufactured to

and monograph requirements and

processing parameter may mean

appropriate good manufacturing

CoA data is often not enough. Asking

that another parameter has to be

practice (GMP) standards per the

whether there [are] any data or

changed to compensate. In some

United States Pharmacopeia (USP)–

information related to a particular

cases, it may not be possible to

National Formulary (NF) General

application very well could help with

make the change. The result is

Notices (even if they do not have a

product development and consistent

most often that the production of

USP or NF monograph) or another

drug product manufacture and, more

excipients with properties at the

pharmacopoeia depending on the

importantly, performance,” he remarks.

limits of specification cannot be

Moreton adds that excipients

jurisdiction. For topical products,
Karry notes that using GMP-grade
raw materials is not a requirement,
and many companies use
cosmetic-grade raw materials
because they are less expensive,

Karry points to a lack of sufficient

achieved,” he explains. He adds that
the IPEC-Americas QbD Sampling
Guide for Excipient Makers, Users,
and Distributors (2016) was developed
to explain ways in which it may be
possible to simulate excipients at the

which has other consequences

historical data to understand the

from a supplier accessibility and

impact of intrinsic excipient variability

regulatory perspective.

throughout its retest period on drug

include:

product safety and efficacy. She also

• overreliance on pharmacopeial

Annual product quality reviews

limits of specification.
Other challenges noted by Carlin

(APRs) may also be valuable for

notes that many drug manufacturers,

and supplier specifications for

addressing the needs of QbD

rather than work with excipient

excipients without identifying

programmes at drug manufacturers,

manufacturers to jointly evaluate

product-specific requirements,

Karry comments. BASF performs APRs

the data and understand risks,

which does require more

to verify that its processes remain in a

resort to adding more variables

investment during development

validated state and assess if there are

to their design of experiment

but minimizes lifecycle quality and

systematic process or quality defects.

(DoE) studies. “It is a common

The data-trending component of APRs

misconception that a QbD approach

helps the excipient supplier work with

to pharmaceutical development will

types, including those without

the drug product formulator to analyze

always result in more experiments

acceptance criteria, such as

the distribution of certificate of

and test batches,” she observes.

performance-related properties

analysis (CoA) parameters, information

In a similar vein, Zeleznik observes

supply chain security costs
• failure to distinguish attribute

(PRPs)/functionality-related

she says can potentially be used to

that there is a misconception

expand the design space and make it

regarding “QbD samples,” which in fact

material attributes (CMAs)

less susceptible to intrinsic material

don’t exist, at least, he says, not in the

• extensive use of outsourcing

and process variability, thereby

way that pharmaceutical companies

and decreasing vertical integration

increasing robustness.

desire—“manufactured at the edge

in drug product manufacturing,

of specification.” “This ill-conceived

which inhibits the ability to

Data, communication,
lack of understanding,
and other challenges

notion that excipient manufacturers

conduct the in-depth assessments

can or would be willing to manufacture

that are needed to factor in the

to edge of specification is impractical.

impact of excipients.

The challenges to incorporating

There are too many interdependencies

excipients into QbD programmes

among some acceptance criteria

are numerous and diverse.

making it impossible as well as the

Communication can be a major hurdle

number of permutations that would

Asking questions, using
model compounds, and
pursuing DoE studies

to incorporating excipients into QbD

need to be created,” he states. The

The growing recognition of the value

programmes, according to Zeleznik.

more practical approach, Zeleznik

of the QbD approach and the need to

“Drug product manufacturers may

says, is to secure samples that are

thoroughly understand all aspects of

not fully understand or appreciate

at the boundaries within normal

a manufacturing process are leading

excipient composition complexity

variation, if available.

to the development of solutions

and/or variability as well as the
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The challenges to
incorporating excipients
into QbD programmes are
numerous and diverse.

For Moreton, the fact that

characteristics (FRCs), and critical

for many of these challenges.

potential impact to drug product

most excipients are produced in

“Pharmaceutical companies are

performance. It is important that

large volume using continuous

starting to ask more questions
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about excipients. This is a significant step towards overcoming
challenges related to product development and the impact
associated with excipients,” Zeleznik notes.
For instance, Karry observes that some drug companies are
working with excipient manufacturers to “open the books,”
enabling joint evaluation of relevant data and exploration of the
potential impacts of variability in both CoA and non-specified
BASF worked with a customer that was using fine crospovidone for
its binding disintegrant functionality.

35 T

H

EDITION

The growing recognition of the value of the
QbD approach and the need to thoroughly
understand all aspects of a manufacturing
process are leading to the development of
solutions for many of these challenges.

Organiser: Mack-Brooks Exhibitions Ltd.

parameters. As an example, she points to a recent project in which

It was found in this joint project that large changes in particlesize distribution (PSD) affected tablet hardness and friability.
While particle-size distribution (PSD) is not a monograph
specification, it is an FRC that depends on the excipient use. It
is not included in the crospovidone CoA, but BASF measures
it internally. Analysis of historical data on the variability of
crospovidone PSD revealed low variability. BASF also conducted a
quick study in the compaction simulator using a crospovidone lot
with higher PSD values to confirm the assessment that the material
was low risk. “This is one example of how drug manufacturers,
working with the excipient producers, can expedite and de-risk
drug development,” Karry believes.
Other practices that help to overcome challenges associated
with incorporated excipients into QbD programmes are the
adoption of a model compound approach, the use of methods
outlined in the IPEC QbD Sampling Guide, and leveraging
statistically driven DoE studies to get maximum benefit from a
minimum number of experiments, according to Moreton.
DoE studies, according to Zeleznik, can help drug manufacturers
understand the impact of variability in drug substances, excipients,
and manufacturing processes on drug-product performance. A fullfactorial design, adds Moreton, can be very inefficient and wasteful
of materials, time, and resources. There are other better designs
that can be statistically analyzed to provide clearer results and
conclusions using fewer experiments.

Excipient suppliers have an important role to play

31 May - 1 June 2022
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QbD is not a new concept. The principles have been used by the
semiconductor and microelectronics industries for decades,
Zeleznik observes. There have been many names by which

Top conferences and panel discussions offer valuable
industry insights!

the principles have been known; however, the principles have

Agrochemical Lecture Theatre

Regulatory Services Lecture Theatre

changed little from one naming convention to another.

Chemspec Careers Clinic

RSC Lecture Theatre

Pharma Lecture Theatre

Innovative Start-ups

The fine chemicals industry, of which excipients are a part, has
also been using these same principles for decades, Zeleznik says.
“The heart of the concept is understanding those parameters
that impact product quality such as process and raw material
fluctuations and designing a robust process that minimizes
finished-product variation, ensuring lot-to-lot consistency,” he
states. In essence, Zeleznik concludes, the excipients industry

More information:

www.chemspeceurope.com

predates the pharmaceutical industry by many years in “QbD” use.
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Moreton agrees that excipient

“Excipient suppliers may be able

have fared better, according

manufacturing have probably

information pertaining to excipient

to Zeleznik. “This fact is truly

already undertaken something

variability (including both physical

a measurement of the positive

analogous to QbD to develop their

properties and composition), but

impact QbD can have. Knowing how

manufacturing process(es), although

only if they understand what the

changing excipient suppliers (when

it would not have been called QbD.

drug product developer is trying

feasible) can potentially impact drug

“Once the excipient and process

to achieve,” agrees the IPEC-

product quality and performance

have been developed and the

Americas panel. That again requires

during product development greatly

excipient launched into the market

two-way communication between

minimizes risk during supply chain

place, then statistical process

excipient suppliers and drug-

disruptions,” he concludes.

control methods would be used to

product developers.

The IPEC QbD Guide

ensure that the excipient continues

Weathering the
pandemic better with QbD

The IPEC Incorporation of

The COVID-19 pandemic has

Product Development Using Quality-

material understanding that comes

impacted supply chains across all

by-Design (QbD Guide) (1) was issued

with statistical process control

industries. Pharmaceutical and

at the end of 2020 to complement

enables high-volume continuous

excipient manufacturers have

the IPEC-Americas QbD Sampling

manufacturing, which provides cost-

not been excluded. Drug-product

Guide for Pharmaceutical Excipient

effective availability of high-quality

developers with robust products

Makers, Users, and Distributors

common excipients, adds the IPEC-

and effective risk-management and

(2), which was published in 2016.

Americas panel. “Raw materials and

multi-sourcing strategies (i.e., QbD)

The guide, notes Karry, informs on

processes will vary from supplier to

most likely fared better, according

user/regulatory expectations when

supplier, however, and are subject to

to the IPEC-Americas panel.

incorporating excipient variability

to meet the manufacturer’s
specification,” he comments.
The high degree of process and

the demand and economics of the
major markets. In addition, reliance
on pharmacopeial compliance
may hide changes by a supplier or
differences between suppliers and
change control is ineffective against
force majeure when pharmaceutical
consumption is relatively small,” the

The COVID-19
pandemic has
impacted supply chains
across all industries.
Pharmaceutical and
excipient manufacturers
have not been excluded.
“Drug manufacturers that

group believes.

Pharmaceutical Excipients into

into formulation development and
why to look past specifications.
There is a lot of useful information
for both excipient suppliers and
users, according to Moreton.

Communication is critical
One of the key messages in both
of the IPEC guides and expressed

have implemented QbD are

repeatedly by industry experts is

suppliers can play a very important

battling supply challenges, but

that communication is critical if

role in increasing formulation

their upper hand is at the time of

QbD is to work as intended. This

knowledge and experience, adds

qualifying new vendors (excipient

key takeaway applies to both drug-

Karry. “Wider design spaces can be

manufacturers). A risk assessment

product developers and excipient

created by thorough evaluation of

that lists and ranks CMAs and their

manufacturers. “Drug-product

historical data and with selected

impact on drug-product critical

manufacturers must be willing to

raw material lots that offer flexibility

quality attributes is an essential

share how an excipient will be

in drug development to accelerate

part of a QbD application. With

used so that excipient suppliers

scale-up and establish appropriate

this documented knowledge

can provide pertinent information

control strategies for commercial

on the impact of excipient and

that could help understand the

manufacturing,” she notes.

API variability, procurement and

excipient’s impact on formulation

technical service departments

performance,” Moreton emphasizes.

Despite these issues, excipient

Providing advice on which
parameters may be useful in which

can work together to accelerate

applications (formulations) is another

material evaluation and new vendor

way in which excipient suppliers

qualification, thus minimizing

can help drug developers with

disruptions,” Karry explains.

their QbD initiatives, particularly if
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of the development programme

manufacturers using continuous

to supply excipient samples and

Those drug makers that

manufacturers provide information on

implemented a QbD approach

the impact of excipient manufacturing

during product development that

variability raw material/feedstock

included the identification of

seasonal variations, etc.

multiple ingredient sources as part
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factors, such as light or oxygen.
Decisions on the formulation
components will be influenced by the
dosage objectives and the extent to
which ingredients may be added.
The therapeutic profile of a drug is
a key determinant in the frequency
of dosing and release profile to be
established during the formulation
development. Is the target for
immediate, enteric, or delayedrelease? A once-daily dose is a good
target as the aim is to design for
patient convenience. The industry is
increasingly moving towards patient

Formulating the Best
Approach for Tablets

centricity and ensuring that tablets are
coated to help patients recognize their
medications and reduce errors.
Available technology and
manufacturing capabilities.
Understanding where the product is

An early formulation strategy for tablets that is simple and
scalable is recommended to ensure fewer downstream problems.

likely to be manufactured and what
production capabilities they have

Felicity Thomas

T

is imperative when considering the
he oral solid dosage formulation market is anticipated to experience

tabletting process. Consider whether

growth in the coming years, reaching an estimated worth of

granulation is required or if it is possible

US$926.3 billion (€831.8 billion) by the end of 2027 (1). Growth factors for

to use direct compression (DC) to

the market are predicted to be the cost-effectiveness and convenience

produce the tablet. DC is generally

of manufacture, better chemical and physical stability of the finished

preferred as there are fewer steps

product, and the potential for improved patient compliance.

for a simpler process—this reduces

Tablets remain one of the most popular types of OSD forms and are

risks during manufacturing and means

available in a range of shapes and sizes. Additionally, tablets can be coated

that the product is faster to make

to mask unpleasant tastes and odours, making them more acceptable and

and get to market. DC allows a more

convenient to administer. To find out more about the ins and outs of tablet

robust manufacturing stream, so less

formulation, Pharmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with Ali Rajabi-

troubleshooting is needed.

Siahboomi, vice president and chief innovation officer, Colorcon.

Production efficiency is influenced
by tabletting speed, whether single or

Primary considerations

double compression is required and

PTE: Could you run through some of the primary considerations that

what tools are available for in-process

developers have to address when approaching tablet formulation to

control. It’s also important to consider

ensure success?

the tablet coating early on, as the

Rajabi-Siahboomi (Colorcon): Developing a detailed understanding

the robustness and stability of the

many decisions: What is the desired drug release profile? Which

tablet, as well as enhance patient

excipients should be used and do they interact with the API? Which film

acceptance/adherence.

coating should be used? What is the target population? And how should

Solubility is a separate issue that is

the tablet look? Key considerations are the properties of the API and

often encountered with new molecules

dosage objectives, in-house manufacturing capabilities, and the value of

in development. Many technologies

planning from the outset.

are available to help solubilize an API;

The properties of the API and dosage objectives. Understanding the
Pavel Kubarkov - Stock.adobe.com

coating can positively contribute to

of the molecule is the first step. Designing the formulation then involves

however, not all companies have the

therapeutic area, dose, and any challenges related to the API are the

capability to scale this to production.

first areas to consider. If the properties of the API, such as flow and

Even with the right technology, if a

compressibility, are poor, then this needs to be addressed at the outset

robust formulation and process are

to ensure tabletting success. Other challenges the API may present,

not developed then it can impact

which need to be considered while developing the formulation, are

the subsequent manufacturing of a

solubility, along with sensitivity to moisture and other environmental

consistent product. With the right
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Development

technology and choice of excipients,

compressibility, and managing

content uniformity and robustness of

it’s possible to develop a stable

extremes of dose. Low dose content

the formulation.

formulation with reduced complexity.

uniformity is often an issue, and

and compressibility are valuable

outset. The R&D team’s experience

challenge of tablet size and inclusion of

for manufacturing efficiency and

and understanding of formulation and

release modulating excipients.

robustness of the product for coating

manufacturing are important to ensure

Stability is key, especially when the

and packaging. It is also feasible to

products are scalable. Generally,

API is moisture sensitive, and companies

make equipment modifications to help

formulators should aim to keep their

are now considering in-use conditions.

with the flow and lubrication of the

strategy simple. Reducing ingredients

Many patients and carers dispense their

formulation and limit tablet damage.

and process steps is the most cost-

medications into pillboxes, especially if

effective option and is likely to result

they are taking multiple tablets/capsules

industry to be one of the simplest

in fewer downstream problems. From

each day, but this means the dose is

methods for manufacturing tablets

a regulatory standpoint, complex

then exposed to the environment as pills

and works well at large manufacturing

processes are likely to lead to more

are removed from the original packaging

scales. In comparison, wet granulation

questions from regulators and may

and dispensed into personal tablet

involves multiple steps and the use of

extend the approval process. Assessing

holders. Choosing the right film coating

moisture, which can introduce the risk

the formulation strategy early can

can overcome the moisture stability

that the API may degrade.

deliver key benefits, and having the end

challenges presented when tablets

goal in mind leads to greater efficiency,

are removed from their protective

ingredients to improve processing and

as everyone will understand what they

packaging and are in use. Film coatings

functionality—such as an excipient to

are working towards.

not only have an important role to play

improve flow and compressibility, as

in terms of aesthetics by giving the

well as superdisintegrants. This can

equipment used during development

tablet a perfect finish and defining a

complicate the formulation and process,

should be transferable to a commercial

brand, but they also fulfil more practical

given that you need to examine how

scale. Formulators should partner with

roles. A good coating protects the

all of the excipients interact with one

suppliers before putting in place any

tablet during storage from moisture,

another, as well as with the API. For

special specifications for ingredients,

light, and oxygen, and ensures API

example, lactose is one common

thus avoiding future supply issues.

stability. Specialist film coatings provide

formulation ingredient that can interact

a barrier that reduces the ingress of

with certain types of API.

The process parameters for

DC is considered by many in the

Many formulations require

Significant challenges

moisture to the tablet core, helping to

With industry preference leaning

PTE: What are the most significant

support stability for sensitive actives.

towards direct compression, several

challenges to overcome when

The right coating choice also enables

excipients have been developed that

formulating tablets?

ease of transition of drug production

excel in this area. One example is

between manufacturing sites; in

Colorcon’s StarTab, which is a single

companies understand the benefits

early-stage development, the final

excipient that, due to its particle

of investing in early formulation and

site(s) for manufacture is not usually

shape and size, is designed for direct

have resources dedicated to this role;

a consideration.

compression and improves flow during

Rajabi-Siahboomi (Colorcon): Many

however, particularly in the case of

Failing to consider both the core and

manufacture. The excipient can also

small and medium-sized companies,

coating formulation early on can lead to

avoid the use of superdisintegrants—

resources may be limited, and their

delays, added costs, and in the worst-

and be used at both small scale

priority is to establish the efficacy and

case scenario, project termination.

and large scale, as well as with the

safety of the API.

latest technology such as continuous

Improving tablet formulation

processing. Excipients like this offer

optimized formulation strategy, a

PTE: What solutions, approaches,

the manufacturer significant flexibility

company will often resort to the same

or techniques are available for

in terms of how they manufacture

approach that it has used for previous

formulators to use that will help

their product.

products, even though it might not

improve tablet formulation?

Rather than developing an

be well-matched with the newest

20

Ingredients to improve flow

conversely, high dose presents the

The value of planning from the

Rajabi-Siahboomi (Colorcon):

Potential gaps

molecule. At other times, a company

Recent trends show that multifunctional

PTE: Are there any potential gaps where

may want to take a new approach to

excipients have a major role to play

further improvements could be made?

optimize the formulation but struggle

in tablet formulation, providing

to find a starting point, because there

lubricity, disintegration, and moisture

Pharmaceutical developers are now

are many options.

Rajabi-Siahboomi (Colorcon):

management. In-process technology

focusing on excipients that provide

Typical challenges faced by

(process analytical technology [PAT]) is

more targeted functionality for a specific

the formulator include API flow,

available for measuring and managing

manufacturing process. Co-processed
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Development

excipients offer the possibility of

is the use of on-dose microtaggants,

allows upfront testing and review of

simplifying drug product formulations

which can easily be incorporated into

new excipient, reducing the risk to

while meeting functional and technical

individual tablets or capsules.

timelines and making it easier to select

requirements, but there may be

The inclusion of taggants is simple

a novel excipient for dosage forms.

regulatory hurdles. Another opportunity

and cost-effective, providing a digital

to simplify tablet formulation would be

security layer to safeguard patients

where different approaches and

to use ready-prepared blends of tried

and uphold brand integrity. A unique

new materials are constantly being

and trusted excipients.

advantage is a positive impact on the

explored, and it should be possible for

speed of decision-making and action

new materials that have no history of

amount of ingredients to get the

by enabling suspected counterfeit

use in pharmaceuticals or foods to be

required functionality is preferable, as

tablets to be verified in real-time, rather

assessed more quickly.

this means not only simpler processing

than waiting days or weeks for test

but results in smaller tablets that are

results. With smartphone detection,

Future trends

generally more patient-friendly. The

this technology also provides the

PTE: What, in your opinion, do you

exception being when very small

opportunity to help patients better

foresee as being important trends that

tablets could be a concern in patients

engage with their medicines.

will impact tablet formulation in the

Whenever possible, a reduced

with handling issues, for whom a
slightly larger tablet is beneficial.

Taggants are directly applied
in the tablet coating for on-dose

Taste masking is one of the areas

near future?
Rajabi-Siahboomi (Colorcon):

authentication. With no change to

Tablet and solid dosage forms continue

They can help to make medicines

the coating process, this innovative

to be the gold standard for patients and

memorable to patients, caregivers, and

solution is easy to implement, resulting

manufacturers. New manufacturing

pharmacists and may make a tablet

in a secure yet practical and cost-

methods such as 3D printing are

easier to take. There are also production

effective solution. Manufacturers

emerging and are gaining interest. The

benefits; a unique design gives you

increasingly recognize that they can

nature of the materials needed for this

differentiation on the packaging line,

no longer rely solely on secondary

type of technology is quite different

making it easier to spot a mix-up and

packaging security features to ensure

from standard tabletting and needs

prevent product recalls. Coatings play a

the authenticity of the product and

specialist equipment and knowledge

key role in differentiation and branding

are turning to on-dose authentication

to be practical from a manufacturing

and improve the patient experience

solutions that offer more security.

perspective. New methods such as

Unique tablet designs are important.

hot melt extrusion and deposition of

through ease of swallowing.

Impact of novel excipients

materials versus powder layering mean

different shapes can be daunting

PTE: How might the advent of new

using different materials with different

because it can affect the dissolution

excipients (particularly given the fact

properties, such as the importance

profile. Most companies do their R&D

that the Center for Drug Evaluation and

of thermoplasticity of the material

work on a standard round or oval tablet

Research [CDER] has launched a pilot

being used.

and only in Phase III will they start to

review programme) aid with tablet

think about the appearance of the final

formulation?

For some companies, exploring

product. The earlier a developer thinks

Rajabi-Siahboomi (Colorcon): With

The use of artificial intelligence to
predict formulation behaviour will
reduce development time and lead to

about their tablet design the better, but

tablet formulations, if the challenge

more robust formulations. Disruptive

it’s certainly not too late at this point to

of the API is related to solubility or

technologies such as ionic liquid

change the shape.

bioavailability, then novel excipients

technology that enables oral delivery

would be a big opportunity.

of biologics and other injection-based

Fake medicines continue to be a
major problem around the world and

The new CDER pilot programme

drugs are now being developed. The

recent developments to protect at

for novel excipients is a welcome

ability to deliver injectable therapies

the dosage level are now available.

initiative from the US Food and Drug

orally has the potential to significantly

On-dose authentication technology,

Administration (FDA). It offers a new

improve patient experience, adherence

applied directly in the tablet coating

pathway for drug manufacturers to

and outcomes.

can help deter counterfeits and

get an FDA review of novel excipients

product diversion.

before the excipients are used in a

Pharmaceutical companies are

formulation. Before this initiative, the

accountable for ensuring that their

selection of a novel excipient by a drug

medicines are safe when they are

manufacturer carried a potential risk,

delivered to patients. Track and trace

for example, the new drug application

are no longer sufficient to secure the

could get held up by questions being

supply chain, and the only reliable way

asked about the safety and quality of

to verify that medicines are authentic

a new excipient. The new programme
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etermining the probability of meeting content uniformity (CU) can be done through estimation by using
probability vs. lot coverage (LC) charts and tables constructed from simulated probability and lot coverage
1 (LC1) data, as discussed in part one of this article (1). The best
estimation concept involves a demonstration that shows that
probability estimates differ just slightly from the exact calculated values by not more than (NMT) the statistically acceptable
deviation limits. Furthermore, those probability estimates that
approach 100% will have 0% deviation. In this article, part two,
the main focus is on the probability of meeting dissolution test
(immediate release) requirements. Because dissolution test requirements (2) include the Q value in the acceptance criteria
limits, it is fortunate that mean-Q (3)—where it is valid for any
Q value (such as 70, 75, or 80)—can be used in place of mean
value in calculating the probability and LC1. Thus, there is no
need to provide the probability table dedicated to each Q value.
Also included in this article are some additional illustrations
associated with both content uniformity and dissolution.
As was discussed in part one of this article, using
probability of meeting multiple-stage tests (also including
dissolution) alone may lead to releasing future batches
with relatively low conforming rate. For dissolution, the
probability limit (95%) may lead to releasing some batches
with LC of 97.78% (Figure 1) (i.e., more than 2% of the batch
will stay below the working acceptance limit, Q-15%). It
may be acceptable if it is demonstrated that all of the dosage
units are still not less than (NLT) the absolute range of
Q-25%. Therefore, the most widely used probability limit
NLT 95% (3,4) may be used as it was, if another acceptance
criterion, such as working LC (5) limit, is properly applied
and provided that it does guarantee that the absolute range
requirements are met.
LC (5) for dissolution data may be defined as the proportion (p)
or percentage (P) of the dosage units in the batch that falls NLT
Q-15% LC calculated using the lower and upper bounds for mean
and standard deviation, respectively (see Figure 2). In this article:
• LC NLT Q-15% is denoted as LC1, where its working acceptance limit of NLT 99.00% is introduced (the same as CU’s).
• LC NLT Q-25% is denoted as lot coverage 2 (LC2), where

VECTORMAN2017 - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

In this second half of an article on how to best
estimate the probability of passing multiple stage
tests, the author introduces a practical approach
to determining the best estimate for probability
of passing the dissolution test using probability
versus lot coverage charts and tables. The charts
and tables were constructed using simulated
probability and lot coverage data. The “best
estimate” concept is to demonstrate that the
probability estimates, especially for those very
close to 100%, are just slightly deviated from
the exact calculated values by not more than
the statistically acceptable deviation limits.
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Figure 1. Probability vs. lot coverage (LC) chart:
dissolution (n = 18). NLT is not less than.
Lot Coverages (Dissolution) for Probability: n = 18
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Figure 2. Lot coverage 1 calculation example:
dissolution (n = 18).

Figure 3. Lot coverages 1 and 2 (LC1 and LC2)
relationship: dissolution (n = 18). NLT is not less than.
Lot Coverage 2 (LC2) for Lot Coverage 1 (LC1): Dissolution (n = 18)
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To find the correlation between probability and LC1 statistics,
a series of simulation study trials were conducted. The two parameters generated were plotted to construct charts to show their
relationship. Reliability of the charts was demonstrated through
reproducibility of the chart features (i.e., ability to produce at least
three identical features). The key data (two decimal places) were
selected, arranged, and tabulated in Table I. Prior to use of the tables, all of the tabulated data were evaluated by comparison with
the computed values (probability), and their deviation (difference)
results were reviewed and found acceptable where the maximum
and minimum values provided (Table I) were, for example, dissolution (n = 18), 0.005% and 0.000%, respectively. If the tabulated
data have four decimal places, then all the deviations would be
zero (0.000%). This confirms that the tabulated data are correct.
The probability estimation examples are demonstrated in Table II.
All of the charts and tables in this article were constructed from
data generated by simulation study trials using the Microsoft Excel
program (.xlsm). For example, Figure 1 was constructed from LC1
data for probability values fixed at 95% and 99%, while Figure 4 is
vice versa (i.e., constructed from probability data for LC1 values
fixed at 99.00 and 99.50%, respectively). With regard to Figure 1,
Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, and Table I, note that only “Mean-Q” is
taken into account (i.e., they are applicable to any Q value). In fact,
there are two methods of LC1 calculation, as follows:
• Calculation based on mean-Q value, as demonstrated
in Figure 2
• Calculation based on mean and Q values, as demonstrated in the case study section.

99.14%

97.92%

88.00%

Simulation study on probability vs. LC1

99.19%

15
.0

LC1 (Dissolution) for Probability = 95.00 %

106.00%

LC1 (Dissolution) for Probability = 99.00 %

its working acceptance limit of NLT 99.90% is introduced
(the same as CU’s).
For dissolution, the minimum corresponding LC2 for LC1
NLT 99.00% is about 99.90% (estimated from 99.87%). Justification of the limits is illustrated in Figure 3, where release of routine
batches with higher conforming rate is guaranteed.
In the same manner as part one, this article also introduces
the practical approach for determination of the best estimate for
probability of passing dissolution (immediate) using probability
vs. LC charts and tables constructed using simulated probability
and LC1 data.
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Mean-Q (%)

The relationship between probability and LC1 is illustrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5 using simulated data as earlier discussed. Note Estimation of probability using probability vs. LC1 table
that 99.09%, 96.67%, and 97.25% in the two figures are arranged To estimate the dissolution probability, one must follow the
in different sectional views. Some critical data from Figure 5 are scenario: if mean-Q is 12.5 and LC1 99.15 (standard devation
tabulated in Table I (covering relevant validation sample sizes n = = 7.106), and the light blue area (see Table II) is the estimation
18/30) where these data can be used for estimation of probability area with four probability data, then one will find out the
values (see Table II). Table III is intended to evaluate the acceptability minimum, which, in this case, is 98.97% (i.e., the probability
between the estimated and computed values (i.e., demonstrate that estimate is NLT 98.97%). This implies that when mean-Q is
the maximum percentage deviations are satisfactorily acceptable). between 11 and 13 and LC1 between 99.125 and 99.250, the
For example (see Table II), since LC1 is 99.15% (dissolution, n = 18), estimate result is the same (i.e., 98.97%). It is unavoidable that
the probability estimate is 98.97% while the computed value is the estimated (minimum-based) and computed (exact) values
99.08%, and the deviation is 0.11%.
may often be different (deviated).

Table I. Probability: dissolution vs. lot coverage table: n = 18 and 30. NLT is not less than.
Descriptions

Probability dissolution (%): n = 18

Lot coverage 1
(NLT Q-15%)

Mean-Q (%)

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

99.000

98.43

99.09

98.94

98.67

98.38

98.07

97.75

97.42

99.125

98.77

99.31

99.19

98.97

98.73

98.47

98.20

97.93

99.250

99.07

99.51

99.40

99.23

99.04

98.83

98.62

98.39

99.375

99.33

99.67

99.58

99.46

99.31

99.15

98.98

98.80

99.500

99.56

99.79

99.73

99.64

99.54

99.42

99.30

99.17

99.625

99.74

99.89

99.85

99.79

99.73

99.65

99.57

99.48

99.750

99.87

99.95

99.93

99.90

99.87

99.83

99.78

99.73

99.875

99.96

99.99

99.98

99.97

99.96

99.95

99.93

99.91

100.000

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

Deviation test results: maximum = 0.005%, minimum = 0.000%.
Descriptions

Probability dissolution (%): n = 30

Mean-Q (%)

Lot coverage 1
(NLT Q-15%)

99.000

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

98.89

99.06

98.83

98.54

98.23

97.90

97.56

97.22

99.125

99.16

99.29

99.10

98.87

98.61

98.34

98.05

97.76

99.250

99.38

99.48

99.34

99.15

98.94

98.72

98.49

98.26

99.375

99.57

99.65

99.54

99.40

99.24

99.07

98.89

98.70

99.500

99.73

99.78

99.70

99.60

99.49

99.37

99.23

99.10

99.625

99.85

99.88

99.83

99.77

99.69

99.61

99.53

99.43

99.750

99.93

99.95

99.92

99.89

99.85

99.81

99.76

99.71

99.875

99.98

99.99

99.98

99.97

99.96

99.94

99.92

99.90

100.000

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

Deviation test results: maximum = 0.005%, minimum = 0.000%.

Table II. Estimation examples: n = 18 and 30. LC1 is lot
coverage 1. NLT is not less than.
Example # 1 (n = 18)
Mean-Q = 12.50%,
LC1 = 99.15%

Descriptions

LC1
(85-115% LC)

Mean-Q (%)

11.00

Example # 2 (n = 30)
Mean-Q = 15.50%,
LC1 = 99.15%

12.50

13.00

15.00

15.50

17.00

99.125%

99.19

-

98.97

98.61

-

98.34

99.150%

-

98.97

-

-

98.34

-

99.250%

99.40

-

99.23

98.94

-

98.72

Example # 1: Probability is estimated to NLT 98.97% (may be rounded to
99%). Computed probability result (6) is 99.08% using mean-Q = 12.5 and
standard deviation = 7.106 (0.11% deviation).

The approach to achieving acceptability of deviation magnitude
is to generate critical deviation values (determined at 95% and 50%
coverages) using the simulated deviation data (N = 20,000 for each
sample size), summarizing those values in Table III and Figure 6, and
evaluating whether or not they are acceptable. From Table III, for
example, the 95% coverage point (critical value) is 0.35% (n = 18);
in other words, the deviation values NMT 0.35% will occur 95%
of the time, which is acceptable (i.e., 5% of the data [1000 out of
20,000] are between 0.35% and 0.72%). Because no calculation is
used, the term “estimation” is applied rather than “calculation” of
probability in this article.

Probability and LC1 distributions

Example # 2: Probability is estimated to NLT 98.34% (may be rounded to
98%). Computed probability result (6) is 98.61% using mean-Q = 15.5 and
standard deviation = 8.8948 (0.27% deviation).

Sampling distribution of probability statistics (data) generated using sample size n = 18 is illustrated in Figure 7, which

Table III. Critical probability deviation values. LC is lot coverage.
Lot coverage 1 Range (%)

99.00 – 100.00

Sample sizes (N)

Probability deviation (%)
Maximum

95% Coverage Point

Average

50% Coverage point

18

0.72

0.35

0.11

0.07

Minimum
0.00

30

0.74

0.43

0.19

0.15

0.00

In a series of simulation trials (N = 20,000 for each sample size), individual deviation data are generated under condition that mean and LC1 data are between
95.00–100.00% LC and 99–100%, respectively. ‘95% coverage point’ is the maximum value of 95% of 20,000 data (19,000) ranking from the minimum
0.00%. ‘50% coverage point’ is described in the same manner.
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Figure 7. Probability distribution (dissolution): n = 18. NLT is
not less than.

Figure 4. Probability vs. lot coverage (LC) chart: n = 18
(cross-section view). NLT is not less than.
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Figure 8. Lot coverage (LC1) distribution
(dissolution): n = 18. NLT is not less than.

Probability (Dissolution) vs. Lot Coverage (n = 18): Mean-Q = 6, 9, 22
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supposes that lot CpK for dissolution data is 1.33. Meanwhile,
sampling distribution of LC1 data generated using the same
sample size (n = 18) is also illustrated in Figure 8. From those
average data (probability and LC1) in Table IV, where some data
are reproduced from the two figures, one may apply the summarization that lot CpK, on average, is NLT 1.33 if the LC1
average, from all process performance qualification/process
validation (PPQ/PV) batches, is NLT 99.02% (e.g., dissolution, n = 18). Therefore, in addition to acceptance criteria in
26
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Figure 9. Lot coverage (LC) vs. probability chart:
dissolution n = 18 (side-section view).
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distribution: n = 18. NMT is not more than.
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(side-section view).
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each PPQ/PV batch, this average requirement for all PPQ/PV
batches may need to be applied accordingly.
In Figure 7, sampling plan 1 using n = 18 looks justified since
the probability value at 95% (probability limit) has a distribution coverage up to 86.39% (nearly approaching 90%), while
the probability at 95% for n = 30 has a distribution coverage
up to 99.22%. This implies that the minimum sample size n =
18 is justified for the dissolution validation sampling/testing
plan n = 18/30.
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for mean
is computed using the formula:

1.0%
0.5%

/=−MZ−√$.&
= x/ − F+ . S = MSee
− Fcalculation
Z√$.& .inF*Error!
/√nReference source
example
!"F/√n
+ . S, F+ =
M," = x/ − Z√$.& S!" /√n = x/M−,"
F+=
.Sx
F+ S
. S,
+ = Z√$.& . F* /√n
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%

See
calculation
example
in Error!
Reference
See calculation example in Error!
Reference
source
not
found..
See
calculation
example
in Figure
2. source not found..

Lot Coverage 2 (LC2; %)

Figure 12. Lot coverage 2 (LC2) distribution
(dissolution): n = 6. NLT is not less than.
8.0%
7.0%
6.0%

Frequency (Noncumulative)

5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%

Summary
Estimation
of
Lot Coverage (NLT Q-25% LC) Distribution
(Simulationon
Test):
n=6
Simulated Data (k = 120000): Lot
Coverage (LC) Average = 96.64%, LC
Max = 100%, LC Min = 62.79%, N =
720000, n = 6, Lot CpK = 1.33, Lot
Coverage NLT 90.16% = 90% of the
Distribution

Table VI. Comparison on best estimation and ASTM E2709/
E2810 methods. LC1 is lot coverage 1. NLT is not less than.
Probability determination
LC1
M-Q
Computation
Probability
Values
method

Best estimation
method

ASTM E2709/E2810
method

The step-by-step
for probability
13.90 estimation
99.69%is as follows:
99.54%
NLT 95%
21.18%brief procedure 99.56%
• Compute lot coverage (LC1) value as demonstrated in 0 and 0, LC1 limit: NLT 99.00%.
• Determine probability estimate using 0 and 0.
NLT 1.33 as tabulated in Table IV. Use of the probability es• After successful PPQ/PV batches, LC1 average may be used to determine whether or not lot
average
not of
recommended
since itaverage
is the estimated,
CpK on average is NLT 1.33 timate
as tabulated
in 0.isUse
probability estimate
is not
not the exact
value.
probability
estimate
average
data
recommended since it is the estimated,
not the
exactThe
value.
The probability
estimate
average
data in 0 are intended for information
only.
in Table IV
are intended for information only.
Case Study

0.0%

D

D

D

D

D

D

Case study

96
.25
%
96
.50
%
96
.75
%
97
.00
%
97
.25
%
97
.50
%
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.75
%
98
.00
%
98
.25
%
98
.50
%
98
.75
%
99
.00
%
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.25
%
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.50
%
99
.75
10 %
0.0
0
10 %
0.2
5
10 %
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0
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0
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5%

Dissolution. A set of dissolution data (n = 18) has Q, mean (M),
Dissolution:
Lot Coverage 2 (LC2; %)
A set of dissolution data (n = 18)and
hasstandard
Q, mean (M)
and SD
93.90(i.e.,
(i.e.M-Q
M-Q == 13.90
13.90 @ 14.0),
14.0)
devation
(S)(S)
ofof80,80,93.90
and 6.88% LC respectively. Determine
the
probability
of
passing
dissolution
as
follows:
and 6.88% LC, respectively. Determine the probability of passing
• values
Compute the LB for mean
and UB for
following 0 and 0 (F1 = 1.3964, F2 = 0.5372): LB
Summary on estimation of probability
dissolution
asSD
follows:
for M = 93.90-0.5372x6.88 = 90.20, UB for S (UBS) = 1.3964x6.88 = 9.61.
The step-by-step brief procedure for probability
estimation
• Compute the lower bound for mean and upper bound for
• Compute lot coverage 1 (LC1): Z = (90.20-(80-15))/9.61 = 2.62 and LC1 result = P(2.62) =
is as follows:
standard
deviation
following Figure 2=and
Table V Note
(F1 =that
1.3964,
99.56% (using basic Excel formula,
P(2.62)
= NORMSDIST(2.62)
99.56%).
• Compute LC (e.g., LC1) value as demonstrated
F2in
= 0.5372):
LBfollowing
for M = 93.90-0.5372
= Z90.20,
UB for
using M-Qin=Figure
13.90 2can be used
calculation
the procedurexin6.88
0 i.e.
= ((M-Q)and Table V, LC1 limit: NLT 99.00%. F2xS+15)/UBS = (13.9-0.5372x6.88+15)/9.61
S (UBS) = 1.3964=x2.62.
6.88 = 9.61.
•
Determine
probability
estimate:
The estimate
is 99.54%
gray area= in
0), while
the
• Determine probability estimate using Table I and Table II.
• Compute
LC1: result
Z = (90.20
- (80(see
- 15))/9.61
2.62,
and LC1
computed result is 99.69% i.e. deviation is 0.15%.
• After successful PPQ/PV batches, the
LC1 average may be
result = P(2.62) = 99.56% using a basic Excel formula:
• Conclusion: Passed. Since LC1 and probability estimate are 99.56% (limit NLT 99.00%)
used to determine whether or not lot CpK
on average
= NORMSDIST(2.62)
= 99.56%.
Notebatches
that using
and 99.54%
(limit is
NLT 95%)P(2.62)
respectively.
Supposing LC1 average
of PPQ/PV
is
99.60% (limit NLT 99.02%; see 0), so lot CpK on average is NLT 1.33. Note that 99.56%
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(LC1) and 99.54% (probability estimate) are
very close, seeTechnology
0 and 0 forEurope
their relationship.
• Note: When determine using ISPE’s ASTM E2709/E2810 tables, if M-Q is 14.0, SD (limit)

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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Table VII. Equivalency between lot coverage 1 (LC1)
and lot coverage 2 (LC2) average data. CU is content
uniformity. QC is quality control.
LC average data (content uniformity): based on Lot CpK = 1.33
LC averages

QC sample sizes

Validation sample sizes

N = 10

N = 30

N = 70

N = 60

N = 140

LC1 average

94.59%

99.43%

99.87%

99.83%

99.95%

LC2 average

99.75% (Figure 11)

–

–

–

–

Remark: minimum LC1 and LC2 (at 90% distribution point; lower limits)
are 87.25% and 99.26%, respectively. According to simulation test results, suggested CU mean (average) range is 95-105% LC.
LC average data (dissolution—immediate): based on Lot CpK = 1.33
LC averages

QC sample sizes

Validation sample sizes

N=6

N = 18

N = 30

LC1 average

89.69%

99.02%

99.64%

LC2 average

96.64% (Figure 12)

–

–

Remark: minimum LC1 and LC2 (at 90% distribution point; lower limits) are
76.22% and 90.16%, respectively. According to simulation test results, suggested mean-Q (M-Q) range is 7–22.
Note: each of LC1 or LC2 average data (CU and dissolution) is computed
using 120,000 corresponding individual simulated data.
Explanation: if CU LC2 averaged at 99.75% (n = 10) will be equivalent to LC1
averaged at 99.43% (n = 30) or 99.87% (n = 70). So LC2 average (i.e., control
chart central line) less than 99.75% is not acceptable. For n = 60 and 140, it is
described in the same manner.

that there are 499,750 (500,000 x 99.95/100) conforming units
(85%–115% LC) in the batch (i.e., the remaining 250 units will
fall outside 85%–115% LC but inside 75%–125% LC). In the
same way, if LC1 for dissolution is 99.80%, then there would
be 499,000 units of the batch that fall NLT Q-15% LC (i.e., the
remaining 1000 units will fall NLT Q-25%).
Another benefit of LC statistics, either LC1 or LC2, is its
application in continued (ongoing) process verification (CPV/
OPV) using routine batches’ quality control (QC) data associated with CU and dissolution. The data may be plotted
following control chart techniques to fulfil the CPV/OPV
requirements. The central lines (control charts) using LC1
averages, for example, should be NLT 94.59% for CU (n = 10)
and 89.69% for dissolution (n = 6), while their corresponding
minimum values are 87.25% and 76.22%, respectively. The
choice of using LC1 or LC2 data may depend on variability
of the data and, subsequently, the shape of the constructed
control charts. See Table VII for detail and their equivalency
with those for validation sample sizes.
Calculation of LC for delayed-release or even extended-release
dosage forms can be performed in the same manner.

Conclusion

In dissolution (immediate) passing, 95% probability limit sometimes fails to pass the 99% LC (or LC1) limit as evidenced by FigM-Q = 13.90 can be used in calculation following the proce- ure 1 and Figure 4. However the probability limit (95%) may be used
dure in Figure 2: Z = ((M-Q)-F2xS + 15)/UBS = (13.9-0.5372 if the LC1 limit (99%) is also established in validation acceptance
x 6.88 + 15)/9.61 = 2.62.
criteria. In fact, the minimum probability results are NLT 97.42%
• Determine probability estimate: the estimate result is (n = 18) and 97.22% (n = 30) as shown in Table I.
99.54% (see gray area in Table I), while the computed result
Probability estimation is proven valid by supporting critical
is 99.69% (i.e., deviation is 0.15%).
deviation values tabulated in Table III. The LC1 average value re• Conclusion: passed. Since LC1 and the probability estimate quirements may be applied to evaluate whether or not lot CpK
are 99.56% (limit NLT 99.00%) and 99.54% (limit NLT on average is NLT 1.33. Where applicable (i.e., at LC1 results NLT
95%), respectively. Supposing an LC1 average of PPQ/PV 99.00%), acceptability of the probability deviations is subject to
batches is 99.60% (limit NLT 99.02%; see Table IV), then lot the acceptance limits (critical values) tabulated in Table III and ilCpK, on average, is NLT 1.33. Note that 99.56% (LC1) and lustrated in Figure 6. The more the LC1 or estimated probability
99.54% (probability estimate) are very close, see Figure 5 and approaches 100%, the more the deviation approaches 0% (one
Figure 9 for their relationship.
can randomly check by determining Table I); now the probability
• Note: When determinations are made using ISPE’s ASTM estimation can be said to meet the requirement for best estimation.
E2709/E2810 tables (4,7), if M-Q is 14.0, then standard devation (limit) will be 8.47, so the probability is just described References
1. P. Cholayudth, Pharm. Tech. 45 (5) 36–43 (2021).
as NLT 95% because the given standard devation (6.88) is
2. USP, USP General Chapter <711>, “Dissolution,” USP 43–NF 38 (Rockless than the limit (8.47) (i.e., descriptive rather than nuville, Md., 2011).
merical) (see Table VI).
3. ISPE, Good Practice Guide: Practical Implementation of the Lifecycle Ap-
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There is no linear relationship between LC and probability
statistics (in both CU and dissolution). In CU the probability
reaches 100% faster than LC1 (Figure 10), while those for dissolution reach 100% nearly at the same time (see Figure 5 and Figure 9). Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrate that the same probability
value at different mean locations will link to different values of
LC. One of the advantages for LC over the probability values
is its realistic explanation; supposing that LC1 (CU data) is
99.95%, given the batch size is 500,000 units, then this explains
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longer, narrow tube for the opening
so that it would fit well inside the
child’s cheek. Containers for injectable
vaccines can be designed to fit to a
separate needle hub.”
“Some of the benefits of BFS aseptic
packaging include limited human
intervention on the filling line, efficient
production of unit-dose containers
at high volumes, ability to rapidly
scale production for surge capacity,
and a consolidated materials supply
chain that helps decrease reliance on
external sources,” says Josh Myers,

Considering Blow-Fill-Seal
for Biologic Drugs

senior director, Supply Chain, ApiJect.

The continuous, aseptic fill/finish process
is finding use in vaccines and biologic drugs.

manufacturer Rommelag Engineering.

“Single-dose containers reduce
the wastage found in multi-dose
glass formats commonly used
with vaccines,” adds Tim Kram,
managing director at BFS equipment
“BFS systems are compatible with
disposable filling systems, which

Jennifer Markarian

B

minimize product loss during filling.”
low-fill-seal (BFS) equipment has been widely used for many

The most significant benefit, says

years in aseptic fill/finish of small-molecule and biologic liquid

Kram, is having a fully automated

formulations, including nebulizer solutions for respiratory delivery and

system, which reduces risks in the

ophthalmic sterile solutions packaged as unit-doses. A key advantage

aseptic process.

of the process is that it is a closed, automated system—a plastic

BFS reduces the risk of microbial and

container is formed within the equipment, filled with sterile solution,

foreign particulate contamination when

and closed, with limited human intervention. Although concerns about

compared to traditional glass vial fill/

process temperatures caused hesitancy with some manufacturers

finish processes, adds Waiken Wong,

of temperature-sensitive biologic drug products, understanding

manager of Development Engineering

and control of these issues has significantly increased. As a result,

at CDMO Woodstock Sterile Solutions.

more manufacturers are considering BFS as an option for fill/finish of
vaccines and other biologic drug products, including large-volume and
small-volume parenteral injectable drug products.

Designing the process
for the product
In the BFS process, the plastic raw

Benefits of BFS

material is melted, extruded into a

In addition to being an efficient, closed aseptic system, another

cylindrical tube (called a parison), and

benefit of the BFS process is the ability to handle unique or

formed into a container by blowing

complex containers that can be designed for a specific need. For

sterile air or nitrogen into the tube

example, GlaxoSmithKline’s (GSK) oral rotavirus vaccine in unit-dose

to force the plastic into the shape of

BFS containers was designed in collaboration with global health

the mould. Cooling of the container

organization PATH and used for the first time in February 2020 in an

begins within seconds after it is

immunization programme in Myanmar (1). The container is formed as

formed, because the mould is chilled.

five single doses in a connected pack of tubes that can be separated

The drug solution is then filled into the

for individual oral delivery. The container was designed to be less

just-formed plastic container while still

bulky than conventional vaccine squeeze tubes, which makes it easier

inside the mould, and the container is

to transport and store and reduces cold-chain costs.

sealed. The form, fill, and seal steps

aninna - Stock.adobe.com

“The container in a BFS process can be designed to be functional
for delivery to the patient,” says Andy Goll, president of Weiler

typically take less than 15 seconds.
“Essentially, you have to manage

Engineering, Inc., which designs and supplies BFS equipment as

process parameters to cool the

well as using the equipment for fill/finish as a contract development and

container before the drug product

manufacturing organization (CDMO). “For oral delivery to young children,

contacts the internal surface,” explains

for example, the GSK rotavirus vaccine container was designed with a

Goll. “There are multiple ways to control
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the container temperature by controlling

New cold BFS process

the cooling and blowing process. Not

Woodstock Sterile Solutions, which

having to worry about heat degrading a

PP] materials, so stability studies

is the new name of the former

vaccine is a game-changer in the ability

are needed to ensure adsorption

Catalent BFS CDMO business that

to use BFS.”

or absorption effects don’t impact

was acquired by a private investment

therapeutic dose or activity levels,”

firm in 2021 (2), was granted a United

BFS containers are low-density

adds Wong. Effects from gas and

States (US) patent for a new, “cold”

polyethylene (LDPE), high-density

water vapour permeation through

BFS process (3) that builds on its

polyethylene (HDPE), and polypropylene

the walls of BFS containers may also

50-year experience with using BFS

(PP). “LDPE is typically used for

need to be assessed in a stability

for filling respiratory, ophthalmic,

containers for large-molecule drugs or

programme. Both standalone and

topical, otic, and oral drugs. The new

vaccines, because it can be extruded at

comparative stability studies with

process is designed to minimize the

a lower temperature than HDPE or PP. A

glass are needed to demonstrate that

impact of temperature on thermally

lower processing temperature makes it

plastic is an acceptable alternative.

sensitive molecules.

Polymers typically used in

easier to obtain an appropriate surface

“Many of the challenges a

temperature for filling,” explains

drug product developer faces

Goll. PP would be used for drugs that

when considering BFS are the

require terminal sterilization, as it can

same for traditional filling lines,

withstand higher temperatures during

such as glass vials,” adds Myers.

the terminal sterilization process.

“What is most important to

As BFS expands
into more biologic
drug products
and vaccines, the
opportunity is
opening up for new
delivery systems.

remember, regardless of filling
process, is that careful evaluation
and grasp of the key parameters and
process characteristics will allow for
appropriate selection
and risk mitigation.”
Temperature is one aspect that

Temperature is one
aspect that includes
not only temperatures
during filling, but
also in mixing prior
to filling and in postfilling activities.
“Our cold system comprises
a combination of optimized
process parameters that together

includes not only temperatures

reduce the exposure of the drug

during filling, but also in mixing prior

product to potentially detrimental

to filling and in post-filling activities.

temperatures,” explains Wong.

Goll says that interest in BFS for

All materials that the drug product

“These parameters are from points

fill/finish is rising as manufacturers

will come into contact with should

throughout the manufacturing

recognize its potential, particularly for

be reviewed, along with cleaning

process, from the bulk product in the

the flexibility of the types of containers

procedures and transportation and

holding tank to the final sealing of the

that can be filled. Weiler is performing

storage of raw materials and finished

BFS container. The goal is to optimize

feasibility studies for potential

products, says Myers. Modes of

the conditions to provide the best

users who want to switch from a

sterilization, heat mitigation, and

level of control.”

conventionally filled glass container to

protecting oxygen and light sensitive

a BFS plastic container. The first step,

drugs all need to be considered. For

has been evaluated for filling

he explains, is to check compatibility

plastic containers, foil wraps are

a monoclonal antibody and in

of the drug product and the container,

often used to reduce exposure to UV

exploratory studies for vaccines.

including evaluating the extractables

light and oxygen and to reduce any

He says that multiple programmes,

and leachables and product stability,

potential vapour loss, adds Myers.

ranging from early- to late-stage

typically using accelerated stability

30

“Biomolecules can have some
affinity for olefinic [LDPE, HDPE, and

Kram adds that there are two

Wong says that the process

clinical, are using the process.

studies. Next, the container shape,

primary methods to keep the

including its opening, closure, and any

product cool while using BFS

separate adapters, is designed and a

technology. “The first does the most

BFS for injectable
delivery systems

mould is made for the specific container

work, keeping the product at a low

As BFS expands into more biologic

shape. In the subsequent engineering

temperature (e.g., 2–5 °C) while in the

drug products and vaccines, the

design phase, the equipment and the

batch holding tank, and controlling

opportunity is opening up for new

process are optimized for the product.

the temperature from the tank to the

delivery systems. Packaging an

An advantage of the Weiler carriage

point of fill. By prechilling the product

injectable product with a BFS process

(i.e., shuttle) system is the flexibility to

the final temperature can be kept in

in a plastic ampoule is not new. What

easily change the mould size or shape,

an acceptable range,” he explains.

is new, however, is ApiJect’s prefilled

although it is not as high speed as a

The second method is through

rotary BFS equipment setup, says Goll.

container design.
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simpler than handling biologics, which
require cold-chain storage.

Solid-dose packaging trends
Although bottles still account for the
largest share of solid-dose packaging,
the blister packaging format is
showing strong growth worldwide.
One forecast predicts pharmaceutical
blister packaging will experience a
5.1% compound annual growth rate to
reach US$8.9 billion (€8.18 billion) by
2031 (1). Unit-of-use blister packaging
dominates in developing markets due
to price-point advantages that make

Meeting Challenges in
Solid-Dose Packaging

medication more affordable and barrier
structures that can protect the shelf-life
of sensitive drugs, even those destined
for sale in markets with extremely hot
and/or humid weather.
To protect product shelf life in these

Innovations address supply-chain constraints, serialization,
and new requirements for sustainable and patient-centric designs.

areas and expedite time-to-market,
pharmaceutical manufacturers,

Hallie Forcinio
is Packaging Editor for
Pharmaceutical Technology
Europe.

S

contract packagers, and material
olid-dosage forms continue to play an essential role in the

suppliers devote considerable attention

pharmaceutical marketplace despite the attention the COVID-19

to selecting packaging with optimized

pandemic has focused on parenteral products. Factors spurring demand

barrier properties. “Given the increasing

for solid-dose products include the development of new chemical

pressure to accelerate the timeline

entities, especially in oncology; more complex formulations and formats;

through the clinical phases and to

and the adoption of technologies such as microencapsulation, taste

commercialization, schedules for

masking, and mini-tabs.

traditional drug formulation activities

The solid-dose market also benefits from “the growth and continual

in medicines that are sensitive to

accessibility and affordability of healthcare,” says Guy Calcagno,

environmental degradants such

vice-president Global Sales, Films & Foils, ACG, a supplier of barrier

as oxygen or moisture,” explains

packaging substrates.

Schroeder. As a result, PCI Pharma

Perhaps most importantly, consumers like the solid-dose format.

Services offers a range of packaging

“Many consumers still prefer [solid-dose] products because of

options so drawbacks and benefits can

their convenience for ease of dosing and portability,” explains

be assessed for each material. With that

Justin Schroeder, global vice-president, Product Development and

information, the best match of product

Commercialization, PCI Pharma Services, a contract development

requirements and package structure

and manufacturing organization (CDMO), which offers packaging and

can be made for the destination market,

clinical trial services.

thereby enabling a seamless transition

“Oral solid-dose products are … the easiest format to increase

from clinical to commercial production.

patient regimen compliance,” adds Francois Bidet, vice-president

“This means … making our best

of Business Development EMEA for Aptar CSP Technologies, a

recommendation to meet ... timeline,

supplier of drug delivery, consumer product dispensing, and

budget, and current global supply-chain

active packaging products.

conditions,” says Schroeder.

Demand for solid-dose products is more intense outside North

Africa Studio - stock.adobe.com

are often compressed, resulting

rise in generic pharmaceutical companies and their impact on the

In addition to emphasis on barrier

America. “We are seeing strong growth in developing markets,

structures, Calcagno says, “There is

such as the Middle East, Southeast Asia, India, and Latin America,”

a move away from polyvinyl chloride

reports Calcagno.

(PVC) to more sustainable packaging
solutions.” Serialization also is top-

Schroeder agrees, noting, “The pharmaceutical industry has
capitalized on the opportunity to provide rest-of-world nations with more

of-mind with a desire to meet US

medicines and therapies, bringing life-saving treatments to new patient

Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA)

populations.” Delivering solid-dose products to isolated markets is much

requirements (including aggregation)
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ahead of the 27 Nov. 2023 deadline for

smaller and shorter packaging runs.”

data exchange and product verification.

An agile supply-chain approach and

AmSky thermoform blister system from

production schedule are needed.

Amcor. Based on polyethylene (PE), the

Other solid-dose trends include

PCI Pharma Services is focusing on

printable material contains no vinyl or

packaging. Patient-centric packaging

supply-chain tools to improve its ability

aluminum foil and is compatible with

provides intuitive design and support

to respond to changes in the market.

PE recycling streams. Barrier properties

that helps consumers take the

Its goal is to enhance productivity

are said to be equivalent to a 120-

medication as prescribed, maximizes

and provide instant feedback to all

gram coating of PVDC. Processability

adherence, and ensures positive

stakeholders by better resource

is equivalent to existing materials, and

outcomes. It also can be a market

management and material allocation.

structures can be child-resistant (2).

differentiator for the product. A

The CDMO’s pci | bridge digital platform

patient-centric package developed by

shares real-time insights, customizable

PCI Pharma Services for a daily-dose

reports, and digitized workflows to

preventative therapy, for example,

ensure all factors are included in

combines intuitive instructions and

a connected digital supply chain.

labelling, ease-of-use, and portability

Schroeder notes, “We also leverage

while balancing child-resistant features

digital tools within our manufacturing

and consumer-friendly access.

environment to make client supply

Although bottles
still account for the
largest share of
solid-dose packaging,
the blister packaging
format is showing strong
growth worldwide.

chains more agile and create

a more sustainable blister film that

supply-chain efficiencies, optimized

is a coextruded polypropylene (PP)

inventories, and predictive analytics.”

designed to replace PVC/PVDC

a strong interest in patient-centric

Rising costs, tight
supplies, and long lead
times are not uncommon
today for both product
ingredients and
packaging materials.
SÜDPACK Medica has also developed

blister materials. “PP as a raw

Packaging innovations

substance basis naturally provides

To meet sustainability, serialization,

an outstanding steam barrier,” noted

and supply-chain issues, CDMOs are

Michael Hermann, head of Research

expanding packaging material options;

& Development at SÜDPACK Medica,

Supply-chain challenges

adding or upgrading equipment, lines,

in a press release statement. The

From a business perspective, solid-

and technologies; and optimizing

coextrusion technology offers

dose manufacturers are outsourcing

operations and supply chains. Adare

the potential for enhanced barrier

more production to CDMOs. Industry

Pharma Solutions, for example, has

properties and closed-loop

stakeholders also are coping with

added capacity and is completing

material management (3).

dramatic increases in the costs of raw

validation of a high-speed blister

materials and overcoming supply-

packaging line with integrated

product stability, and extend shelf-life,

chain constraints.

cartoning and palletizing. Expected to

Aptar CSP continues to develop its

be operational this year, the line will

Activ-Blister technology. The Activ-

long lead times are not uncommon

handle traditional solid-dose formats

Blister structure adds an engineering

today for both product ingredients and

as well as orally dissolving tablets.

polymer film to lidstock to control

packaging materials. “The COVID-19

Other improvements at Adare Pharma

moisture and oxygen levels in the

pandemic has wreaked havoc in the

Solutions include an expanded vault

headspace of each blister cavity.

manufacturing of solid-dose bulk

for products restricted by the US

“Activ-Blister also helps avoid complex

[drugs],” reports Pat Elvin, president of

Drug Enforcement Administration

and lengthy reformulations for oral-

Reed-Lane, a privately held company

and the startup of high-speed stick-

solid-dose products to withstand

specializing in pharmaceutical contract

pack equipment for filling powders

harsh climate conditions, such as

packaging. He explains, “This shortage

and granules. The company also is

[International Council for Harmonisation]

of supply is due to an inability to

on schedule to implement full-scale

ICH3 (hot and dry) and ICH4 (hot and

obtain all ingredients and the lack of

aggregation capability before the end

humid) zones,” reports Bidet.

employees to operate these facilities

of 2022, well ahead of the November

at this time.” Paperboard and paper

2023 DSCSA deadline.

Rising costs, tight supplies, and

stock for labelling have been in
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Another alternative to PVC is the

On the materials side, innovations

To prevent API degradation, enhance

With counterfeiting an ever-present
concern, Holographyx is working
with Hazen Paper and Uhlmann

particularly short supply. “Therefore,”

include new materials, barrier

Packaging to develop, test, and launch

he says, “when we look at the private-

substrates, and more sustainable

its Holo-Blister technology. Recently

label market, we are seeing that

substrates. ACG Films and Foils, for

granted patents in both the US and

companies are holding their supply-

example, has developed high-barrier

Europe, the Holo-Blister technology

chain inventory extremely tight, and

polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC) films,

enables conventional heat-seal

packaging operators are seeing more

more sustainable alternatives to PVC,

blister packaging equipment to cost-

line changeovers to accommodate

and a five-layer cold-form foil.

effectively apply custom holograms
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Manufacturing

to the back of blister packs. Holo-

on a worldwide scale more efficiently

to evolve to properly accommodate

Blister holograms are designed to only

and effectively.” Time to market will

them,” says Schroeder. He concludes,

be visible behind each pill/capsule

accelerate.

“By 2025, we’re going to continue to

Sustainability is top-of-mind

see the evolution of packages, with

pack, providing instant verification

for everyone. “There’s currently a

a continued focus on creating more

of authenticity, while leaving space

significant push in the pharmaceutical

patient-centric delivery to ensure

around the recess to print dosage and

industry to consider sustainability

successful health outcomes while

marketing information (4).

and eco-friendliness when designing

also introducing a more sustainable

packages,” reports Schroeder. “Pharma

approach for cradle-to-grave

Outlook for
solid-dose packaging

companies will need to consider

packaging lifecycles.”

Future developments will centre on

solid-dose products; [this] holistic

serialization, active packaging, and

perspective includes manufacturing,

sustainability, as well as the flexibility

packaging, and transport,” adds Bidet.

cavity on the back of each blister

lifecycle assessments of various oral

to efficiently accommodate shorter

“Many traditional high-barrier films

runs and frequent changeovers. For

are not easily separated for traditional

example, more efficient serialization

recycling streams,” notes Schroeder.

equipment is needed, says Renard

So, film manufacturers are working on

Jackson, vice-president of North

materials that are easier to recycle.

American Contract Service Operations

Thus, Calcagno says, “I believe we will

at Adare Pharma Solutions.

see a huge influx of more cost-effective

Active packaging will make

alternatives to PVC-based films.” Bidet

it possible to tailor containers

predicts, “Monomaterial or compatible

and substrates to the specific

recycling stream material will be

sensitivities of various APIs. As a result,

preferred.”

Bidet says, “New chemical entities will

“With the introduction of these new
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be more stable and can be launched

materials, equipment will continue

Manufacturing —
Contin. from page 30

seen as a potential solution to the

drugs with ApiJect’s technology (6).

concerns about possible vaccine

BFS machines from Rommelag in

container shortages in the midst of

Germany will be installed in Biosafety

injector that connects an

the pandemic in 2020, and the US

Level 2 cleanrooms. Fareva and

intramuscular needle hub to a BFS

Department of Defense awarded a

ApiJect plan to produce validation

single-dose container. In this case,

contract to ApiJect to expand US

batches in 2022. This type of

the fit of the needle hub onto the

production capability of up to 45

“distributed fill/finish” capability aims

container to make the complete

million doses per month in Biosafety

to strengthen local supply chains.

drug delivery system must also be

Level 2 cleanrooms at The Ritedose

considered, says Myers. When filling

Corporation in Columbia, SC (5).

an injectable drug product, there may

Although the emergency fill/finish

be additional requirements for the

capability in the US was prepared in

biosafety level of the environment

2020, it did not end up being used for

and visual inspection, adds Myers.

COVID-19 vaccine filling as the device

The prefilled injector technology in

has not been cleared by the US

development by ApiJect is designed

Food and Drug Administration. The

to be a cost-effective drug delivery

technology, however, is available for

system to manufacture and be

drug manufacturers to evaluate.

lightweight for lower transportation

Today, ApiJect continues to have

costs. The single-dose format has

operation capacity for development

advantages for safety, sterility, and

and commercial work at The Ritedose

low waste, which are especially

facility. In addition, in December 2021,

important in low-resource,

French CDMO Fareva and ApiJect

developing regions (4). While the

announced a 10-year licensing

drug delivery system was developed

agreement to install BFS production

prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the

lines with the capacity to fill/finish

concept of being able to produce

500 million doses per year of vaccines

prefilled syringes on demand was

and other large-molecule injectable
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United States Pharmacopeia
(USP) <1072>, Disinfectants and
Antiseptics, recommends rotating a
disinfectant with a sporicidal agent,
typically on a monthly or weekly
frequency, but sporicidal agents may
cause corrosion of certain types of
material if used too often (1). After
selecting disinfectants, they must
be evaluated to determine their
effectiveness via a disinfectant

Cleanroom Cleaning:
Proper Methodology
and Determining Efficacy
Effective cleaning and disinfection along with contamination
controls are imperative when operating and utilizing a cleanroom.

efficacy study.

Determining efficacy
Disinfectant efficacy studies can
become complex depending on the
following criteria:
• Number of disinfectants
• Number of surface materials
• Duration of contact times for
each disinfectant
• Number of challenge organisms
that need to be included.

is the environmental

P

reventing contamination within classified areas of an

demonstrate the bactericidal,

operational cleanroom is a constant battle. Cleaning and

fungicidal, and sporicidal efficacy

disinfection programmes help mitigate contamination by removing

of the disinfectant agents and

Madison Prifti

the microorganisms and particulates introduced into the classified

are usually required by industry

is the senior environmental

areas during routine operation. In general, people are considered the

regulatory agencies.

monitoring analyst, both

number one source of contamination within a cleanroom, followed

for Element Materials

by materials and equipment that are transferred in and out of the

efficacy test is to challenge the

Technology.

classified areas. Following proper gowning and aseptic technique

disinfectant agents by using a specific

procedures help to mitigate contamination introduced by people.

methodology that can produce

A properly developed and implemented cleaning and disinfection

measurable results. It is important

programme is an integral component in ensuring a cleanroom is in a

to retain extra pieces of materials

constant state of control.

of construction from when the

monitoring manager, and

Several components must be considered when developing and

cleanroom is being built to make

implementing a cleaning and disinfection programme. To determine

two-inch-by-two-inch coupons for

which cleaning and disinfectant agents will be used, firms must

the disinfectant efficacy study. The

identify the natural flora within the facility. Performing baseline

coupons are inoculated with enough

monitoring in the facility—otherwise known as in-situ monitoring—

microorganisms to demonstrate at

before cleaning any of the target areas ensures microorganisms can

least a two-log reduction for mold

be recovered. Understanding what organisms are naturally present

and bacterial spores and a three-log

plays a significant role in choosing the appropriate disinfectants for a

reduction for vegetative bacteria (1).

facility. The resistance of microorganisms to disinfectant agents can

A different coupon will be used for

vary significantly. For example, vegetative bacteria are generally some

each organism and a predetermined

of the easiest microorganisms to eradicate while mould and bacterial

contact time will be used for each

spores are some of the most difficult.

disinfectant agent.

The effectiveness of a disinfectant depends on its intrinsic biocidal

34

The concept of the disinfectant

When choosing the challenge

activity, the concentration of the disinfectant, the contact time, the

organisms, it is typical to begin by

nature of the surface disinfected, the hardness of the water used to

choosing from the ones listed in USP

dilute the disinfectant, the amount of organic materials present on

<1072>, such as Staphylococcus

the surface, and the type and amount of microorganisms present (1).

aureus, Bacillus subtilis, Aspergillus

Other key aspects to consider when choosing a disinfectant are the

brasiliensis, Candida albicans,

application method, ready to use vs. concentrate, how corrosive it is,

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and

and what the rotation of disinfectants is going to be.

Salmonella spp. These organisms
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Ryan Burke

However, such studies

Analytics

represent a range of diverse

inoculated on the upper surface

plates to the plate counts from the

organisms with varying resistivity to

with the predetermined amount

coupon solutions. These results are

the disinfectant agents. However,

of organism and then allowed

analyzed to determine whether the

most studies will tend to expand

to dry for a specified amount of

minimum log reduction was achieved

that list by selecting some of the

time in an ISO 5 environment. The

for each testing scenario.

organisms recovered during the

appropriate disinfectant is then

baseline environmental monitoring

applied to each inoculated coupon

completed successfully, the firms

(EM) and routine testing.

for a determined contact time.

should keep the report document on

Each coupon is then swabbed using

file for future reference. The process

a neutralizing agent to stop the

of cleaning and disinfecting the

disinfectant activity and recover any

classified areas should be specified

surviving microorganisms. These

in a standard operating procedure

swabs are placed into a test tube

and documented every time the

containing more of the neutralizing

process is completed. Once the

agent and agitated by vortexing

classified areas are in routine use,

determined, the disinfectant efficacy

them to remove the organisms

the effectiveness of the cleaning and

study may begin. To briefly describe

from the swab. Log dilutions of

disinfection programme should be

the process: coupons should be

this coupon wash are performed

monitored on a routine frequency

sterilized before the study to

and plated either by pour plate

through an EM programme.

avoid contamination from other

method or membrane filtration onto

microorganisms outside of those

appropriate medias. The plates are

Environmental monitoring

selected for challenge organisms.

incubated at specified temperatures

Establishing an EM programme using

Autoclaving is a typical sterilization

and durations of time, then the

a risk-based approach to determine

method, but if materials are unfit

colony-forming units that develop

the number of samples, where

for the autoclave, an alternative

are counted. A percent reduction

samples should be taken within the

sterilization method must be

is calculated by comparing the

classified areas, and the frequency

used. Once ready, the coupons are

inoculum coupon control count

of sampling will help to maintain

To determine which
cleaning and disinfectant
agents will be used,
identify the natural flora
within the facility.
Once the criteria have been

Once the disinfectant study is
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control of classified spaces. A failure

with the implementation of EM to

number of days of operational

mode and effects analysis (FMEA)

increase detection of microbial

(dynamic) conditions. The number

risk assessment identifies actual and

contamination. Each sample is scored

of static and dynamic condition

potential failure modes for a product

using this system and that score is

testing days can vary depending on

or process. FMEA is both a qualitative

used to justify its location within the

a company’s needs. The EM usually

and quantitative approach that

classified area.

encompasses non-viable particulate

Once the risk assessment is

air sampling, viable air sampling, and

and attempts to provide mitigation

completed, generate a sample

viable surface sampling. Locations of

factors to reduce the risk of these

location map for the performance

each sampling type are determined

failures. The FMEA rating for risk is

qualification (PQ) and routine EM. A

by the risk assessment and are

derived from three areas:

performance qualification protocol

typically plotted on a diagram of the

should outline the necessary

room to create a sample map. Viable

qualification activities for areas that

air and surface sampling is performed

are usually classified as ISO 5, 7, or 8.

using trypticase soy agar (TSA) media

consequences of the failure

The PQ testing determines whether

and sabouraud dextrose agar (SDA)

(effect on patient health, loss of

the areas being tested are performing

media. TSA is a broad-spectrum

time, loss of product)

as intended and meeting the criteria

general growth media formulated

defined in the protocol under both

for bacterial growth, while SDA is

likely the failure will be detected

static and dynamic conditions.

formulated to better detect fungal

(a high detection rating can

Various guidance documents may

growth. The two types of media are

mitigate high occurrence).

be referenced to determine the

incubated at specified temperatures

Occurrence can be broken down

criteria for viable air and surface

and durations to promote the

samples along with the non-viable

growth of any microorganisms that

particulates, such as USP <1116>,

may have been transferred to the

European Annex 1, and ISO 14644-1.

media when sampling. After the

anticipates potential process failures

• Occurrence: the likelihood of
the failure occurring
• Severity: references the

• Detection: determines how

further into two subcategories:
• P1: the probability of microbial
contamination related to the
environment. Hard-to-clean areas,
areas near return vents, areas
with high personnel and material
traffic, and areas adjacent to
uncontrolled spaces.
• P2: the probability of microbial
contamination related to the
product. Factors such as length of
process time, process criticality,
and areas where significant

ISO-14644-1:2015 focuses on the

PQ, implementing a routine EM
programme will aid in continually
monitoring for any adverse microbial
trends. Routine testing will help
continually monitor the effectiveness
of the cleaning and disinfection
programme. Implementing these
critical components of the cleanroom
programme will help to ensure the
cleanroom will operate properly

product activity will be considered

classification of air cleanliness defined

and contamination levels

during the scoring of P2.

in table one of ISO 14644-1 (2). While

will be minimized.

ISO 14644-1 is strictly for non-viable

There will be some cost and

contamination risk. Risk to product

particulates and room classification,

time commitments associated

and risk from the environment are

the other two guidance documents,

with conducting these measures

often mutually exclusive and should be

USP <1116> and European Annex 1,

but, by taking the proper steps

assessed separately. Each risk category

provide criteria for viable surface and

and implementing these critical

is given a numerical range from 1–4.

air samples as well (1). If the criteria

components at the appropriate times,

in these documents are used, those

they will help mitigate contamination

each risk category to create a risk

values will typically be considered the

within the cleanroom areas. These

priority number (RPN). Therefore,

action levels for the PQ and the routine

steps are necessary to maintain a

probability occurrence (P1) x

testing that immediately follows.

compliant cleanroom facility and

probability occurrence (P2) x

However, once enough historical data

to help ensure the integrity of the

detection x severity = RPN.

is accumulated (typically, in one year)

products being made within them.

This is due to the differentiation of

Risk is determined by multiplying

A risk priority can be determined

alert levels can be established, and

without environmental monitoring

the action levels can be revised based

(pre-EM) as a source of detection,

on these data as well.

and then later scored after the

36

The disinfectant
efficacy test is to
challenge the
disinfectant agents
by using a specific
methodology that
can produce
measurable results.

A PQ normally will follow the room

implementation of environmental

certification and consist of a specified

monitoring (post-EM) at each sample

number of days of at-rest (static)

location to show the risk reduction

conditions followed by a specified
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quality events, finding patterns or
determining root causes is difficult.
McKinsey & Company found that
“advanced analytics is the linchpin of
transforming the investigation process”
(1). Without it, finding the root cause
for the event and making sure the right
preventive and corrective actions are
in place can be a months-long process.
Capturing that data in an electronic
format and using a system that can
connect all that data is the first step.
Technology has advanced to the
point that there are multiple ways to do
this. Ideally, a pharma company can use
a system that has multiple components
that can be used throughout its
organization (e.g., a quality system

Put a Cap on CAPAs

that connects to the manufacturing
line for consistency in standard
operating procedures [SOPs] and work

Data may be used to improve (or remove) a corrective action/preventive action.

instructions). Because reality is often
less than ideal, systems that can

Sue Marchant
is senior vice president of
Product at MasterControl.

B

integrate with each other also provide
eing cautious is a good thing, especially when it comes to product

that single source of truth. For example,

quality and safety. Pharmaceutical companies, in particular, have

connectors that let the enterprise

to be aware of this. Products that can save patients’ lives can adversely

resource planning (ERP) system

affect them with a relatively small change. That’s why some pharma

exchange information with the QMS.

companies immediately open a corrective action/preventive action

Once those data are connected,

(CAPA) when something unexpected occurs. No one could accuse these

they can be analyzed. This can be done

companies of not giving a quality event the gravitas it deserves. However,

by doing a data dump into Microsoft

this method is a recipe for overworked quality managers.

Excel or by using a business intelligence

A more moderate approach is warranted, but deciding which events

solution. It’s becoming more common

go to CAPA and which don’t requires a risk-based approach that uses

for the QMS, ERP, or other enterprise

advanced analytics and digital tools to guide the quality department in its

software to provide analytics capabilities

decision-making. Eventually, the use of artificial intelligence (AI) can take

as part of its solution. These programs

much of the guesswork out of determining if a CAPA is needed, finding the

enable quality professionals to find the

root cause, and even carrying out remediation.

relationships and causal factors and
point them toward a possible root cause.

Not all roads lead to CAPA

A good example of this is with natural

A deviation, nonconformance, or out-of-specification result can indicate a

language processing (NLP), a subset of

significant problem with a product. However, it can also indicate an operator

AI that can understand free text in much

was having a bad day, which led to an isolated event. There’s a whole

the same way as a human can. This is

spectrum of how serious a quality event is, and not all of those should lead to

invaluable if the data collection involves

a CAPA. That said, why do some companies seem a bit too eager to CAPA?

those fields. In customer complaints, the

Maks_Lab - Stock.adobe.com

At least part of the problem is a lack of visibility. CAPA should be based

same problem with a pharmaceutical

on risk. But risk needs to be determined by frequency and severity. In

could be described as “makes me

some cases, severity can be straightforward just based on a single event.

nauseous,” “I feel queasy,” and “makes

However, frequency by nature requires multiple data points. Without a

me sick to my stomach.” Rather than

consistent, electronic way of documenting CAPA, pharma companies

having a human go through that

can’t analyze their events to determine if a CAPA is necessary. Hence,

information, NLP quickly determines that

the dependence on the CAPA process.

all these complaints are related.

The data solution to CAPA

many of the same or similar issues,

As with so many quality problems, this one can be solved by data. If a

it’s usually an indication that a CAPA

quality management system (QMS) makes it difficult to track and trend

is warranted. But already having

When a pharma company has
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those events connected to a single

quality events together. Just as CAPAs

investigation expedites matters. Now

touch other aspects of quality, AI’s

experiencing benefits from data and AI.

the quality professional can focus on

benefits extend to all areas of quality.

For proof, “look no further than COVID-19

the investigation and, with AI, make
more confident assertions about how
to solve the problem. AI programs can

Some other practical uses of AI in
pharma include:

shattered previous vaccine development
records due to their ability to capture,

release based on a deviation

store, process, and analyze machine

• Predict when a quality event will

can further use prescriptive analytics
to indicate what the corrective action

result in complaints
• Recommend updates to a training

should be, what other processes could

course based on errors that occur

be affected, and how to mitigate any

during production

possible negative effects from it.

• Warn a pharma company when a

AI’s potential in quality management
isn’t going to replace the people, it’s
going to augment them. This brings the

vaccine development. Companies

• Predicting the delay in product

narrow a person’s focus to the most
likely root causes. These programs

Pharma companies are already

data” (3). This progress isn’t limited to the
pharma companies that were focused on
vaccine development either. It’s spread
across the entire life science industry.
A report from Cognizant revealed
that 73% of life sciences companies

batch may lead to a recall, incident,

have at least started projects to use

or adverse event.

data analytics and 68% have started

This is just a small list of examples, but

projects to use AI (2). If a company

best of both worlds to the investigation

it gives an accurate depiction of what

doesn’t plan to start similar projects,

process by letting AI take care of typical

quality management can look like when

catching up is only going to get more

leg work and leaving humans to carry

AI is used. All the tedious, repetitive tasks

difficult as time goes on. On the plus

out work that requires human reasoning.

that quality professionals do right now

side, a pharma company doesn’t need

An expert from Cognizant pointed out:

can be handled by automation, data

to send its employees back to school or

“Decision-making and strategic-thinking

analytics, and AI, leaving employees to

hire AI experts to start this journey. AI

skills are best performed when workers

focus on more important projects.

solutions can help quality professionals

are supported by the insights generated

improve their decision-making now,

by AI and data analytics and freed from

Conclusion

lowering the number of quality events

performing rote and repetitive work by

CAPA doesn’t have to be the tedious,

that turn into CAPAs, shortening the

intelligent automation” (2).

time-consuming process it usually

investigation time, and decreasing the

is. The technology to provide these

chance of issues recurring.

The quality potential of AI

benefits is available right now. However,

The more data an AI has access to,

purchasing these solutions today

the more intelligent and accurate it

doesn’t mean they could immediately

becomes. It can eventually launch and

perform as mentioned above. The real

populate a CAPA based on risk or a trend

benefits of AI come over time as more

related to a quality event. As previously

data are included and the algorithm

mentioned, it can tie multiple related

becomes more accurate.
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Technology and CAPA
Pharmaceutical Technology Europe asked Joe O’Gorman,
head of Global Operations at LZ Lifescience, a Cognizant
Company, about the role technology plays in performing
corrective action and preventive action (CAPA) activities.
PTE: How can technology be used to prepare and
perform CAPAs?
O’Gorman (LZ Lifescience): When applied to manage
quality systems, connected digital technologies and
software offer managers a common set of tools and
the rich high-integrity data they need to enforce the
process of CAPA and its compliant management relative
to regulators. Resolving a CAPA-causing event, for
example, is accelerated, made more efficient and reliable
with real-time traceability, automated notifications, and
escalations management. Digital systems not only support
efficient CAPA management they allow the entire
enterprise to access CAPA information.
PTE: How can technology be used to track the progress
of CAPAs and the impact of changes on products and
processes?
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O’Gorman (LZ Lifescience): With routine data capture
and reporting automated, quality staff can leverage
digital technology to build a detailed history of events
and then mine and analyze [these] data to obtain a richer
knowledge of root causes. With a well-integrated CAPA
management platform, quality teams also have the ability
to clearly assign ownership, notify various people/groups,
and better manage and connect all collaborators to resolve
CAPA-triggering events. With automated workflows to
manage the CAPA process itself and automated reporting
to monitor status as it moves through it, operators can
achieve a much clearer and direct view of CAPA progress
in real time.

Read more
To read the full interview, visit
www.PharmTech.com/view/technology-and-capa
—Susan Haigney

manufacturing upon regulatory
approval will also need to be
implemented. With increasing IND
[investigational new drug] applications
for novel and innovative cell therapies,
it is likely that existing processes
will not easily fit to new projects.
It is therefore essential that critical
core technologies are developed in a
way to allow quick tailoring to these
specialized processes.

Anticipating capacity
PTE: Are there specific concerns

Scaling Up Capacity
for Cell Therapies

regarding capacity for cell therapies?

The booming cell therapy market has created a
need for capacity that outsourcing partners are ready to fill.

specialized, as opposed to ‘one-size-

Cruz (Genezen): The upsurge of
IND applications in the cell therapy
space has led to an increasingly
crowded pipeline. Cell manufacturing
technologies are typically very
fits-all,’ resulting in further capacity
challenges due to the requirement for

Susan Haigney

A

highly customized processes.
s cell and gene therapies continue to grow as novel treatments
for unmet medical needs, biopharmaceutical companies will

It is essential that pharmaceutical
companies can quickly and thoroughly

need to assess their options for meeting production demand. Two

characterize and release vector

categories of cell therapies represent different production processes:

technologies. This will enable

autologous products use the patient’s own cells, and allogeneic

generation of qualified data that

products are manufactured using tissue from a healthy donor.

can sustain a candidate through

Pharmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with Joe Codamo, PhD,

clinical trials, as well as supporting

head of Global Cell Therapy Business, Catalent, and Jose Cruz, director

the transition into commercial

of Vector Manufacturing at Genezen, about the challenges of scaling

manufacturing. However,

up the production of cell therapies and ensuring capacity is met.

increasingly crowded pipelines
can impede these processes.

Scaling up to commercial

With cell therapies using

PTE: What are the specific needs for scaling up commercial

autologous (patient) cells specifically,

production of cell therapies?

such as CAR [chimeric antigen

Codamo (Catalent): Autologous and allogeneic therapies are at

to ensure sufficient physical capacity

unique manufacturing needs. The starting material for autologous

to manage the different cells for

products can be highly variable given the disease state of the patient.

facility processing. This is due to

The ‘vein-to-vein’ process lead time is critical, so the manufacturing,

the requirement for isolation and

product testing, and release timelines should be compatible. For

separate cleanrooms when working

allogeneic therapies, the scale-up and generation of a reproducible

with patients’ cells for clinical trials.

cell expansion process is key, as well as robust formulation and high-

This work is predominantly manual,

throughput fill/finish capacity. Shared needs include implementing

but there are self-contained systems

a secure, robust supply chain that can support the necessary scale,

available; there are moves towards

throughput, and reproducibility needed once a product has been

automating transduction and expansion

commercialized. The associated cost of goods must be appropriate,

of patient’s cells in the future.

especially as some may become second- or even first-line treatments.
Anusorn - Stock.adobe.com

receptor] therapies, we see a need

various stages of their product lifecycles, with some shared and some

Cruz (Genezen): There are several challenges that all developers

Codamo (Catalent): As the number
of cell therapies in the clinical pipeline

can expect to face when scaling up cell therapies to commercial

grows and more reach later-phase

production. A key need is to manage variability seen in development

studies, demand for late-stage and

data that can be magnified upon scale-up. A structured quality-by-

commercial-scale manufacturing

design (QbD) development approach fit to transition into commercial

is growing correspondingly. This
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Outsourcing

demand will only increase as market

CDMOs should have a clear technical

an overarching aim to create a ‘best-in-

acceptance expands and cell therapies

transfer and ramp-up strategy

class’ scope of work.

are potentially introduced at earlier

to go from clinical to commercial

stages of a patient’s treatment. The

manufacturing. This [strategy] includes

CDMO [contract development and

a process validation strategy and the

Outsourcing cell
therapy production

manufacturing organization] industry

supportive studies to demonstrate

PTE: What are the benefits of

has taken steps to help address the

process and analytical robustness.

outsourcing the production of

growing demand, as evidenced by

Finally, the CDMO should have a

cell therapies?

the significant number of acquisition

global strategy to prepare for, and

and expansion announcements in

support, commercial launch, including

therapy production has many benefits,

manufacturing capacity made over the

topics spanning communication with

particularly for smaller and younger

past few years. Getting new facilities

regulatory authorities to a robust

companies with limited financial capital

online, staffing with appropriately

strategy for business continuity

aiming to minimize the fixed costs

experienced scientific and technical

(staffing, material contingency, facility

that can be associated with building

personnel, and having a robust supply

operations, etc.).

physical infrastructure.

chain to meet the markets’ needs are

Cruz (Genezen): One of the biggest

Cruz (Genezen): Outsourcing cell

Working with a dedicated CDMO

concerns for all advanced therapies,

concerns highlighted by clients is the

partner also provides access to cross-

including cell-based ones.

need to find a CDMO offering both the

functional expertise from process

roadmap to commercially manufacture

development, manufacturing sciences,

a contract partner has the capacity

cell therapies as well as the technical

operations, engineering, quality

to manufacture cell therapies to

skill set to solve the inevitable

assurance, and regulatory.

commercial scale?

challenges along the way. Selecting

The seasoned expertise offered

a partner with future commercial

by CDMOs can act to bridge the

evaluating a potential manufacturing

capacity while demonstrating cross-

path between discovery and

partner, it is important to understand

industry experience in the clinic,

clinical, as well as development and

what its scale-up strategy is. For

regulatory, and manufacturing sciences

commercial manufacturing.

example, has it designed or optimized

is key to successful commercialization,

its infrastructure to deliver larger-scale

but they can be difficult to find.

PTE: What are the steps for ensuring

Codamo (Catalent): When

and/or higher throughput, and is it

Once a suitable partner is identified,

Working with CDMOs that have
standardized development processes
built on QbD principles while offering

working with its own supply chain to

early engagement between developers

tailored-fit technologies to manage

help assure high-quality production

and the technical team is needed to

inherent variability of cell processes will

and consistent material quality?

develop a ‘best-launch’ process with

also help to increase speed to market.

Expanding Viral Vector Manufacturing
Pharmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with Colleen

to better address the large therapy costs facing

Floreck, vice president, Global Marketing and Strategy,

patients. Innovative solutions to address purity,

Catalent Cell and Gene Therapy about the specific

automate testing, or provide higher throughput

requirements and challenges for expanding production

can also help alleviate some of the manufacturing

of viral vectors.

obstacles. Improvements in transfection reagents

PTE: Are there any key technologies/innovations for

and the development of scalable, robust, easily

‘state-of-the-art’ viral vector manufacturing (e.g., single

transfected clonal cell lines can help produce high viral

use systems, automation)?
Floreck (Catalent): The implementation of single-

vector titers, while new affinity resins, especially those
that are re-usable, can help address the empty versus

use systems in viral vector manufacturing provides

full particle challenge. High-throughput analytical

many benefits including using lesser amounts of

systems, including those that use new technologies

natural resources, such as water and power. Adherent

to evaluate critical quality attributes, will again help to

and suspension-based systems are available and in

manufacture safer and more effective therapies.

use for viral vector manufacturing. Converting from
adherent to suspension-based processes allows for
scaling-up, rather than scaling-out, and removes the
need for animal-based materials. Single-use systems
can allow for standardization of manufacturing, which

Read more
To read the full interview, www.PharmTech.com/view/
expanding-viral-vector-manufacturing.

can, in turn, help meet aggressive and expedited
timelines and potentially reduce manufacturing costs
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—Jennifer Markarian

Outsourcing

Codamo (Catalent): An outsourced
manufacturing partner can offer
scalability, quality, and the regulatory

determining quality at different stages

numbers of batches and the vein-to-

of the process.

vein logistics. For those with in-house

Developers looking for a CDMO

capabilities, there is the potential for

experience gained from producing a

partner should also consider whether

secondary and back-up supplies to be

variety of products and modalities.

they are looking for a short or long-

provided from outsourcing partners as

A CDMO provides opportunities for

term investment. If they envisage the

therapies receive worldwide approval.

supply-chain streamlining and the

project scaling up from discovery to

leveraging of strong, global supply

clinical supply and then to commercial

of in-house to outsourced viral vector

arrangements, as well as the necessary

manufacturing, they must determine

manufacturing is around 40:60 with

manufacturing capacity to help an

whether they wish to eventually bring

lentiviral vector and adeno-associated

early-stage cell therapy company

specific steps in-house. If aiming to

viral vector manufacturing constituting

ready itself for production within

bring the product to market with

66% of total projects (1). Outsourcing is

fast-paced timelines. CDMOs that can

support from a CDMO, they should

expected to further increase to 68% in

support end-to-end services including

determine whether their partners

the next five years.

starting materials (plasmid DNA, viral

have these capabilities early in the

vectors) and clinical logistics can

project’s lifetime to ease transitions

(donor) cells, as opposed to

simplify the supply chain. Outsourcing

and avoid delays.

autologous cells, could drive greater

allows companies to avoid investing

PTE: What is the ratio of in-house

Cruz (Genezen): Currently, the ratio

Cell therapies using allogeneic

outsourcing. As managing or

in CGMP [current good manufacturing

vs. outsourced production of cell

handling autologous cells is a critical

practice] facilities, which may not be

therapies? Do you see the industry

step, companies are often keen to

cost effective, and pose a financial risk

increasing the amount of outsourcing

keep this process in-house. Unlike

when product demand and its clinical

for these therapies?

autologous cells, allogeneic cells have

or market success is unknown.

Codamo (Catalent): For small-

the potential to be produced in one

PTE: What are the challenges of

scale needs, such as in the early-

large batch before being packaged

outsourcing cell therapy production?

phase studies, we estimate that

into individual doses. Although less

more in-house production is currently

personalized, these therapies require

can include the management of

conducted. However, once either

processes that are much more

timelines and communication with

larger batch sizes are needed, or a

manageable at large scale

manufacturing partners, especially if

wider distribution of manufacturing

as compared with autologous

multiple partners are involved in the

is necessary, the ratio of in-house to

cell handling and may be more

process. Gene-enabled cell therapies

outsourced manufacturing changes.

suited to outsourcing.

require viral vector manufacturing

Outsourcing partners with established

as well as the production of the final

clinical supply capabilities as well as

product, and manufacturing of the cell

manufacturing expertise are better

therapy cannot begin until the viral

suited to manage larger scale or larger

Codamo (Catalent): These
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ask the expert

Verifying Compendial Methods
Q.

Are compendial methods considered validated?

A.

According to the pharmacopoeias, compendial methods
are validated—that’s about as simple as it gets. The
United States Pharmacopeia–National Formulary (USP–NF)
states “…users of analytical methods described in USP–NF
are not required to validate the accuracy and reliability of
these methods but merely verify their suitability under actual
conditions of use” (1). The European Pharmacopoeia (Ph.
Eur.) and the Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP) also consider
their methods validated. Ph.Eur. states, “The analytical
procedures given in an individual monograph have been
validated in accordance with accepted scientific practice and
recommendations on analytical validation. Unless otherwise
stated in individual monograph or in the corresponding general
chapter, validation of these procedures by the user is not
required” (2). JP says, “when an analytical procedure is to be
newly carried in the Japanese Pharmacopoeia, when a test
carried in the Japanese Pharmacopoeia is to be revised, and
when the test carried in the Japanese Pharmacopoeia is to be
replaced with a new test according to regulations in General
Notices, analytical procedures employed for these tests should
be validated according to this document” (3). The fact that the
supporting validation information for pharmacopeial methods is
retained by the compendial authorities and not by the users of
the methods does not change the fact that the official methods
in these publications are supported by validation information.
This does not mean that the user can just use the methods as
is. The methods need to be verified as suitable for use in the user’s
laboratory. The USP–NF and the Ph.Eur. describe the requirements
for verification in their respective compendia. The USP–NF and
Ph.Eur. explicitly require that compendial procedures demonstrate
suitability under actual conditions of use. This information can be
found in General Chapter, Verification of Compendial Procedures
<1226> in the USP–NF, and General Notices in the Ph.Eur. (1,2).
The European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines (EDQM)
stipulates on their website, “When implementing a Ph.Eur.
analytical procedure, the user must assess whether and to what
extent its suitability under the actual conditions of use needs to
be demonstrated according to relevant monographs, general
chapters, and quality systems. In other words, it is the user’s
responsibility to transfer the procedure correctly” (4).
Once a monograph has been established and it is accepted
that the published method is validated, users of the monograph
need to verify that the method is suitable for determining the
quality of their product. The purpose of verification is to establish
that the official method is reproducible when used by others.
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The monograph sponsor has already proven the method works
for its product with the manufacturer’s analysts using the firm’s
equipment in their laboratories. They have already met the basic
International Council for Harmonisation (ICH) requirements for
reproducibility, repeatability, and intermediate precision. The
task for the user of the USP monograph is to prove the published
method is reproducible for their company’s product tested by
their analysts in their laboratories using their equipment. There is
no absolute guidance for verification requirements. Companies
must decide for themselves how they will establish the method
is verified and suitable for their product. The authors do suggest,
however, that requirements for test method verification depend on
the complexity of the method. Chromatographic methods should,
at a minimum, meet the system suitability requirements defined
in the official method, but other method parameters, such as
accuracy and precision, may be considered. Method performance
can be accomplished by using performance characteristics such
as blanks in chemistry or un-inoculated media in microbiology,
laboratory control samples and spiked samples for chemistry,
or positive culture controls for microbiology to assess accuracy.
Technique-dependent methodologies should not require
verification. These methods include but are not limited to loss on
drying, pH, residue on ignition, etc. Technicians should be trained
and their training records maintained, demonstrating their ability to
perform the method regardless of the material being tested.
To simplify activities for their analysts, many companies
translate monograph instructions into laboratory procedures.
Although this practice has its benefits, it can also lead to
compliance concerns. To minimize this risk, the authors
recommend that a baseline comparison be made between the
standards and the internal testing documents. For test methods,
the comparison does not need to elaborate, but should focus on
critical parameters. In addition to precision, accuracy, ruggedness,
and robustness, the reader may also want to consider reference
standard usage, system suitability requirements, or other
parameters that may help establish equivalency to the compendial
methods. The criteria listed above should not be considered allinclusive in establishing that an internal method complies with
the official pharmacopeial method as the user may have other
requirements to consider for their specific laboratory usage.
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Regulatory Compliance Associates, discuss the verification of compendial methods.
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